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Scott Answers Lawsuit
Saying that he hopes to show that
"Secretary (Calvin) Grayson cannot
close a street just by making in a
primary street and without permission
of the city," Murray Mayor John E.
Scott has answered a suit filed by the
state seeking to prevent him with
interfering with the closing of the 15th
Street through the Murray State
University campus.
The state suit was filed by the
Department of Transportation, Bureau
of Highways on August 31 after Mayor
Scott and members of the Murray
Police Department had removed
"street closed" barricades erected on
15th Street to allow a contractor to
begin work on a pedestrian overpass

and the rerouting of Chestnut Street
under the overpass.
Mayor Scott had ordered the faigna
removed on August 26, saying at the
tune that he feels "adequate notice or
study has not been given to the
barricading of 15th Street.
Following the filing of the suit by the
state, Circuit Court Judge James M.
Lassiter issued a restraining order
enjoining and restraining the City of
Murray and Mayor Scott from
removing or altering in any manner
barricades placed by the Department
of Transportation or its contractor,
Harper and Arterburn,on 15th Street on
the MSU campus.
The Murray Common Council, at.

meeting okSept.8,adopted a resolution
that prohibits Mayor Scott from taking
action on the 15th Street closing on
behalf of the city. Mayor Scott said
today that he is acting as an individual
in answering the suit and is paying the
costs himself.
Also at the Sept. 8 meeting, the
council voted in favor of a motion that
stipulates that City Attorney Wells
Overbey not answer the DOT city in the
city's behalf.
Scott is being represented by local
attorney J. William Phillips in the suit.
In his answer to the suit,Scott alleges
that "the expressed intent of the
plaintiff (DOT) and of Murray State
University is to permanently close 15th

Canal Hearings Begin Today;
Vance Tries To Sell Carter Stand
WASHINGTON (AP) — Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance is opening the Carter
administration campaign to sell the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
on the wisdom of the new Panama
Canal treaty.

1

'IT WORKS UKE THIS' — Mercy Ambulance Service director Jerry Gorrell holds the
attention of a group of Southwest Elementary third graders as he explains the workings
of an ambulance. Correll and Ricky Edwards demonstrated ambulance techniques,
safety rules and the proper way to report an emergency to third graders under Mrs.
Betty Jackson and Mrs. Gwyn Key. The demonstration was in conjunction with third
grade health studies.

The committee opened its hearings
today amid repeated forecasts that the
Senate would reject the pact if a vote
were taken this fall.
Vance and the two principal
negotiators, Sol Linowitz and Ellsworth
Bunker, were among the first witnesses
"called to testify before the committee.
While the testimony of Vance and the
two negotiators is considered
important, committee staff aides said
appearances by Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown and‘Gen. George S.
Brown, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, may be,more critical.
The defense secretary and the
military's top officer are scheduled to
.
testify Tuesday.
Gen. Brown and the other joint chiefs
say they firmly support the treaty,
declaring that the canal, once
considered vital to U.S. security in the
Western Hemisphere is rapidly losing
its military importance.
Treaty critics, including some House
members and senators, have
questioned whether the joint chiefs
really feel that way. Former members
of the JCS have said the United States
needs continued control of the
waterway to ensure free passage of the
U.S. Navy between the Pacific and
Atlantic oceans.
Actually, there are two separate
treaties under consideration, although
they are considered indivisible. One
treaty would turn full control of the
canal over to Panama by the year 2000.
The other gives the United States the

right to ensure perpetual neutrality for
the canal.
The pact calls for 9,000 U.S troops
now based in the Canal Zone to be
wittidrawn, and treaty critics on the
Senate committee say they want to ask
the Pentpgon how the United States
would be'able to intervene militarily
once the Canal Zone is surrendered to
Panamanian authorities.
One tentative supporter of
ratification, Sen. Clifford Case, R-N.J.,
a committee member, said it appears
to him the canal cannot be defended
militarily even if American troops were
to remain,
In a statement released Sunday,Case
said, "our military experts have said it
would take up to 100,000 men to defend
the canal and even then there is no way
to guarantee against the possibility that
someone might sneak • in with
explosives or lob artillery shells over
the heads of American troops to hit the
slide-prone narrow sections of the
canal."
Polls, Including one taken for The
Associated Press, showed that, among
those with an opinion, opposition is
running 2-to-1 against Senate approval
of the treaty.
Senate Majority Leader Robert C.
Byrd said over the weekend that if the
Senate were to vote now that "would
ensure rejection."
"Time is required to inform the
American people because as long as the
polls are extremely negative, it would
be just as difficult to get twothirds of
the Senate to go along."

LEAA Okays, MSU Grant
I.

Staff Photos by Lowell Atchley

Offers 22 Courses In
'Like And Learning'Series
MSU

Twenty-two classes, including six
new ones, are being offered for the fall
semester of Murray State Uniyersity's
"Life and Learning" adult education'
program.
This is the seventh consecutive
semester that the university has
offered the program as a community
service. The non-credit, short courses
are designed primarily for leisure
enrichment and personal development,
according to Dr. Donald E. Jones. dean

of continuing education at Murray
State.
There are no entrance requirements.
No grades are given, and there are no
final examinations. The first classils,,N
are scheduled to start October 3.
The six new courses are:
"Coping, Stress and You," an
introductory course designed to provide
an understanding of the dynamics of
stress and its potential positive and

inside today
One Section —12Pages
The Murray State Racers gave a brilliant performance
but fell short 21-19 to Tennessee Tech Saturday. Also, the
MSU cross country team continued its winning ways. For
all the details plus pictures of the football game,see pages
four and five of today's edition.

today's index
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tliis afternoon,
high today in the Inlid to upper
70s. Generally clear and cooler
tonight, low in the low to mid 50s.
Mostly sunny and mild Tuesday,
high in the mid 70s.

Classifieds
Comics .
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Farm Pages .
Horoscope
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports
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.12
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negative effects on mental and physi.
health.
Creat,
• to
"Introduction
Expression," an eight-session cow
exploring a variety of areas of creatr,
expression — art, drama, mw., .
speech, theatre and dance.
, "Organizational Development," ;I
three-session course designed
acquaint participants with the field :t
organizational development and t
provide some. experience w"
strategies used in the area.
"Securities and Investing: What
Every Woman Should Know," a sevc
finani
in
course
session
management.
"To Be or Not to Be," an eigproviding
course
session
introduction to stage performance.
"Wool Rug Making and Designin),.
an eight-session course on the desin
and production of wool rugs.
The remaining 16 courses include
Amateur radio license, advanced chi'•
amateur radio license, novice clas,
ballroom or social dancing: cafo.
decorating; basic woodcraft; beginnil:.
bass fishing.
Advanced and beginning bri4n
person.
guitar,
beginning
communication; yoga, needlepointinL
part-time writing at home; sk
watching and astroarchaeolog
Western-style square dancing:
ESP through the Tarot cards.
All courses will be taught in t','
See MSU OFFERS,
Page 12,Column 5

FRANKFORT — Kentucky Governor'
Julian Carroll has okayed a $2,900 grant
to Murray State University to continue
offering college creiiit courses at
Kentucky State Penitentiary.
The MSU grant was one of five Gov.
Carroll awarded totaling over $200,000
for manpower programs in the state's
criminal justice system.
The money was allocated after the
Executive Committee of the Kentucky
Crime Commission gave approval of
the projects at its September meeting.
Murray State University's $2,914

grant enables the university to offer
college credit courses to residents at
the Eddyville maximum security
prison.
Other grants went to the University of
Louisville, the city of Owensboro, the
city of Louisville, and the Kentucky
Department of Justice.
Over. $113,000 of the total is Law
Enforcement
Assistance
Administration (LEAA) funds. The
other money will come from state and
local sources on a percentage match
basis.

MSU Librarian To Be Honored
Ft. MITCHELL—Kentucky Library
Association will install Edwin C.
Strohecker, • chairman of the
Department of Library Science,.
Murray State University, during the
association's annual meeting Oct. 8.

The theme of the conference is
"Libramation for the 80's". Some 3,000
Kentucky librarians will be in
attendance.

Street to vehicular traffic and such
barricades have been erected in
furtherance of said expressed intent
and not merely for the regulation of
traffic during construction as the
petition so vigorously asserts."
Mayor Scott further alleges in the suit
that he "denies the validity and
effectiveness of Secretary Grayson's
Official Order 83146 relating to the
removal of a mid-block portion of 15th
Street from the State Primary Road
System in the event 15th Street every
was a part of the State Primary road
See 15TH STREET,
Page 12, Column 5

Chestnut Street
Work Topic Of
SpecialMeeting
The progress of construction on
Chestnut Street Will be the topic of a
special meeting Wednesday,according
to Murray City Planner Steve Zea.
Slated for 2 p.m. Wednesday in city
hall, the meeting will involve city
council members, and representatives
of Department of Transportation and
the construction company working .on
the street, Harper and Arterburn of
Paducah.
Harper and Arterburn won a contract
to build a pedestrian overpass and
redesign Chestnut at the 15th Street
intersection.
The special meeting Wednesday is
open to the general public.

Special City
School Board
Meeting Set Today
Don Henry, chairman of the Murray
Independent Board of Education, has
called a special meeting today at noon
in the city board office building.
Purpose of the meeting, according to
city school superintendent Robert G.
Jeffrey, is to review payment on work
completed to date at Murray Middle
School.

Two Arrested
On Bootlegging
Charges
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller has set an Oct. 13 trial date for
two county men arrested Friday night
on bootlegging charges.
Authorities Friday night arrested 53year-old William Bean, Route 5,
Murray, and charged him with
possession and contributing to the
deliquency of a minor, according to
David Balentine, Calloway County
Sheriff's Department. A quarterly
court jury trial is set for Bean. He is out
on a $500 bond, according to court
officials.
Authorities also Friday night
arrested Richard Childress, about 50, at
his Route 1, Dexter home,charging him
with possession of alcohol for resale in a
dry county. Authorities confiscated 159
cans of beer at the Bean residence and
48 pints of whiskey plus 54 cans of beer
at the Childress residence, according to
Balentine.

Boy Injured
In Mishap
Saturday
A spokesman for Murray-Calloway
County Hospital listed .'sa Route 1,
tYpress, Ill., boy in satisfactory
condition today with multiple injuries
and Li concussion after being struck by
a car on Poplar Street about 6 p.m.
Saturday.
According to Murray Police, the boy,
nine-year-old Terry Youngblood, was
struck by an auto driven by Murray
Mayor John Ed Scott, 58, Murray, as
the youth crossed Poplar from south to
north. The auto was traveling west on
Poplar, police said. The incident
happened between Seventh and Eighth
Streets.
Police said Scott indicated the youth
"ran out in front of the vehicle." Police
mentioned that witnesses to the
incident confirmed Scott's statements.

FIRST WATER DISTRICT CUSTOMER — John Tom Taylor (left), South 641,
was recognized as the first customer of the new water district Friday night
at the Hazel City Hall during a meeting of interested citizens. Cy Miller,
mayor of Hazel, is shown presenting Taylor his contract. the water district
is being organized for persons living in Hazel and along U. S. South 641 and
the old Murray-Paris Road.
mote by 'envie S. Gordon
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Women Of Murray Club

124 COMMUNITY
CAT AE NDAR
Monday, September 26
Books
Great
Adult
Discussion Group sill meet at
the Calloway County Public
Library at seven p.m.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club
should be made today. is ith
la liir, chairMrs. E)s am
man.
Callow:1y Comity High
School Chapter of FHA will
collect for the Arthritis
foundation from West Main to
Glendale and Wiswell Road,
from S. 12th to Doran Road
and Gatesboro Circle starting
at 3.30 p.m.
MSC Women's Society sill
have a salad supper and
organizational meeting at six
p. in. at Beshear Gym. Each
one is to bring a salad.
Murray High School in.°
sill have open house at the
school at seven p.m.
Open house will be held at
the Murray Vocational School
from seven to 8311 p.m.
Recovery. Inc.. a ill meet at
730 p rn, at the Health Center,.
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Tuesday, September 27
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of World will have a
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
the home of Ann Spann.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
community center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens with quilting and
bazaar work at 10:30 a.m.,
sack lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet at the church
at eight p.m.
LaLeche League will meet
at Gleason Hall, North 12th
and Payne Streets. at 7:30
p.m. This is for all persons
interested in breast feeding of
children.

ELECTROLUX
Tony
Montgomery

753-6760

Tuesday,September 27
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Kenbar Inn at 10:30 a.m.

Faculty recital by Henry
Bannon, tenor, and Marie
Taylor, piano, will be
presented in Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, September 28
Hazel and New ConcordHamlin Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at one p.m. for a
travelogue film on Turkey to
he shown and narrated by the
Calloway County Public
I.ibrary.

Story Hour will be at the
Calloway County Public"'
Library at ten a. in. and three
p. In. Each child is diked to
wear an old shirt or smock for
finger painting.

25%

STYLE SHOW—Models for the style show held by the Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Peoples
Club on September 8 in the Community Room of the North Branch of the
and
King,
Ingeborg
Winchester,
Pat
June
Carlson,
Fleming,
Jean
right,
to
left
Bank were,
of
variety
a
featuring
show
the
style
for
narrator
Leone Travis, Betty Lowry was the
"Memnamed
was
Miller
Marilyn
Inc.
Shop,
Mademoiselle
the
from
new tall fashions
was served
ber of the Month" for her many contributions to the club. A buffet supper
are invited
persons
interested
and
other
Murray
to
newcomers
prior to style !how. All
persons may
information
more
For
many
activities.
its
and
club
the
in
participatd
to
call Ann McKee!, president, at 753-8842.
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Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

Shrine Club Elm Grove Baptist Women Observe
Week Of Prayer; Poe, Guest Speaker

Dinner
At Triangle

Has
For Theta Department
Steve Zea, planner for the
city of Murray, was speaker at
the dinner meeting of the
Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held
Monday.September 19, at 6.30
p. m.at the club house. He was
introduced by Maxine Scott.
vice-chairman.
Mr. Zea told of the various
duties of his office and
discussed the many federal
grants that are received by
the city including the recent
grant for the erection of street
signs made according to new
federal and state regulations
now being utilized by the city.
A lengthy question and answer
period followed discussing
various needs, problems, and
general programs of the city.
Wilma Beatty, chairman.
presided with reports given by
Thurman,
Mae
Anna
secretary, and Cloia Campbell. treasurer. Oneida Boyd
announced that more blind
corners in the city have been
ricorded and placed on a map
o the city to be presented to

are pleased to
announle that Re, if
tirims. hrhle-ele, I of
...;rei P. it altrir. hots
spiel led her (.1110(1.
(Ind
r,ptier%
Cr% tiil from ofir lift
Mete bruin/ regi./ri.
net k. rand Net e
will he married I h 1,,her I .
e
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The Shon)case
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Plant Sale

City Planner Speaker

JENS

121 Byliass

9:35 a. m.—Edith Garrison,
Alice Purdom,Lou Doran,and
Anna Mary Adamas.
No. Seven Tee —
9:30 a. m. —Chris Graham,
Rowena Cullom, Mickey
Phillips, and Exie Hill.
9:35 a. m.-jKitty Freeman,
Eddie Mae Outland, Mary
Belle Overbey, and Loraine
Maggard.
Winners from golf play on
28 were as follows:
September
Mrs. Costello has released
— medalist,
Championship
the lineup for golf play and
Jo Purdom; runnerup,
Betty
who
anyone not listed but
Toni Hopson.
desires to play should call
First flight — Dianne
to
report
or
here at 753-5692
medalist, Euldene
Villanova,
the No. One tee by 9:30 a. m.
runnerup.
Robinson,
Pairings are as follows:
Second flight —• Chris
Graham, medalist, Rovrena
No. One Tee —
Cullom, runnerup.
9:30 a. m. — Margaret
• To remove fat from stews
Third flight — Mary Wat- and soups, wrap one or two ice
Shuffett, Euldene Robinson,
Belle
Mary
Into
and
medalist,
(son,
Dianne Villanova,
cubes in a paper towel and skim
Overbey, runnerup.
Orr.
the surface of the liquid. The
Low putts went to Euvie fat will stick to the paper towel
&:35 a. m. — Dorothy Fike,
for clean and easy disposal.
Mitchell.
Venela Sexton, Betty Stewart,
and Evelyn Jones.
9:40 a. m. — Toni Hopson,
Frances Hulse, Phyllis Kaine,
and Carol Hibbard.
9:45 a. m. — Betty Jo
OFF (This Week Only)
Lowry,
Purdom, Betty
Jerlene Sullivan, and Euvie
VAr$040
Mitchell.
1914 Coldwater
753-0317
No. Four Tee —
FREE DELIVERY
,Cathryn
9:30 a. m.
Garrott, Elizabeth Slusmeyer,
Jean Doxee, and Louise
Lamb.
Tuesday Is

The regular ladies day will
be held at the Murray Country
Club on Wednesday, September 28, with golf and
bridge at 9:30 a. m. and a
luncheon at twelve noon with
Mrs. Dwaine Taylor as luncheon chairman, Mrs. Edward Carroll and Mrs. David
Carr as bridge hostesses, and
Mrs. Charles (Sue) Costello as
golf hostess.

Michael Johnson will perform in concert at 7.30 p.in, in
Center
Student
the
Auditorium, MSU. Students
admitted by identification
cards and all others will be
charged one dollar.

Wednesday,September 28
Murray Country Club
women will play golf and
bridge at 9:30 a. m. with a
luncheon at twelve noon
•

AHART BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Ahart,
Dexter, announce the birth of
a son, Cary Wade, weighing
seven pounds eleven ounces,
born Wednesday, September
14, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. They have
one daughter, Amy.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Ahart, Dexter,
and Mr. and Mrs. Sonny
Young, Murray. Greatgrandparents include Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Ahart, Dexter, Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman Young,
Aurora, Albolene Jones,
Dexter, and Mrs. Edith
Elkins, Dexter. Great great
Mrs.
grandparents are
Tommy Pritchett, Mrs.
Fannie Scott and Zula Stone,
all Of417t2ter.

Plans Events Wednesday

MURRAY, KE

United Figure
Salon's
4th Anniversary
Special
Final Week
1 Year Membership
Terms
100°0 Available
Offer Ends Sept. 30
($8 00 monthly average)
(Savings of over
$60 per the year)
Enroll Today Start your shapeup program
anytime of your

City Planner Zea, Mayor John
Scott. and the City Council.
Members took lists of
businesses to contact for
donations to the Arthritis
Drive which is being conducted in cooperation with the
Murray High and Calloway
High FHA Chapters and
Calloway .1-11 Clubs. with

Steve Zea
Dortha Jones, Theta member,
as Calloway Chairman.
Thelma Warlord, projects
committee, presented the
project report on the arthritis
drive in the absence of Mrs.
Jones who was recuperating
from surgery.

The Murray Shrine Club
met Saturday, September 17,
at 6:30 p.m. for a family style
dinner at the Triangle Inn.
Past Potentate William
Moffett presented certificates
of Kentucky Colonel to Noble
Clark Joy and his wife,
Maggie. Noble Joy was
chairman of the 1977 Shrine
Golf Tournament held at the
Murray Country Club in
August.
Attending were the Rev. and
Mrs. Henry McKenzie, Buford
Hurt, Morris Bilbrey, Messrs
and Mesdames Jack Persall,
Bruce Wilson, James Armbruster, Charles Baker.
William Moffett, Bob Sherman, Jack Norwine, Roy
Folsom, Bobby Fike, Don
Robinson, Freed Cotham,
Clark Joy, John I.. Williams,
and Norman Klapp. Guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Joy were Mr.
and Mrs. Emory Tucker.
Noble Cliff Finney and his
wife, Norma, were present as
new members.
The next meeting will be
Saturday, October 15, at 6:30
p.m. at the Triangle Inn.

contest
Beal,
Helen
chairman, announced the
contests for the fall district
meeting. The department
voted to make a donation to
the Community Theatre, Inc.,
and for each member to buy a
Murray Woman's Club cookbook.
Final plans were made for
the rummage and plant sale
on September 24 at the Ellis
Center with Rachel Hendon
and Pauline Parker, finance
committee, in charge. The
general meeting for october 3
at 6:30 p.m. was announced.
Bess Kerlick, Lucy Forrest,
and Martha Guier were
hostesses for the dinner
meeting.

SUNDAY SUPPER
Garlic Bread
Supper Dish
Beverage
Fruit Compote
JUDY THOMPSON'S LASTMINUTE SUPPER DISH
Two 1-pound cans chick
peas
1-pound can white kidney
beans
1-pound can small white
beans
Two 64-ounce cans
chunk-style tuna,
drained
4-ounce jar diced pimientos,
drained
Medium-large red onion,
sliced thin and eparated
into rings
I large green pepper,
seeded and chopped
Lots of fresh parsley,
minced
Olive oil and red vinegar
to taste
Drain the chick peas and
beans; rinse with cold water
and drain well again. Toss with
remaining ingredients. Garnish
with lettuce if you like. Serve
at once. Makes 6 to 8 servings

7534881
Located In Dixieland Center

HOSPITAL PATIENT
of
Murphy
Tommy
Farrnington Route One has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Coy Andrus of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Floyd Garland of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

church at 9:30 a.m. for a short
devotion, and then went on the
church bus for a tour of
Jonathan Creek Camp. The
group,composed of twenty-six
persons, had lundh at the
Kenlake Hotel.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, October 11, at
ten a.m. at the church.
Flowers will be made in the
hospital
for
afternoon
patients. Each is to bring a
sack lunch.

New Assortment - Just Arrived

Crushed Velvet
$3.98 Value

k33

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

yard

MOW
LAUGHTER
RAG
IS UP!
' Boatniks - 7:35,9:25
and —
Hound -7:15
The Wetback Hound

Me Chestnut

[-Pim Wedd

Luncheon Meeting
Planned Tuesday
The Gilbertsville Chapter of
the Aglow Fellowship will
meet Tuesday, September 27
at the KenBar Inn with a
luncheon beginning at 10:30
a.m. and the service of
worship and inspiration at
noon.
This month's speaker will
be Roberta Locklear from
Clarksville, Tn., who is a
member of the United
Methodist Church, where she
teaches a Bible) Discussion
Class. She is secretary for
both her local Aglow Chapter
and also the Kentucky Area
Board. She has worked for the
federal government for 24
years.
All women of the area are
invited and encouraged to
attend this meeting. As Mrs.
Locklear says,"The Baptism
in the Holy Spirit has turned
my life around and given me a
new perspective on every
aspect of life."
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FREE
Salad

Spaghetti
Lasagna
Raviloli

965
$1 99

Served
with garlic
bread

try our fresh
I GARDEN
SALAD

Small 10" Pizza -1.15
Medium 12" Pizza - 12.85
Lams 14" - 3.85

fio

sio•
our delicious
meat sauce
d garlic bread

Now through October 31,1977

With the Purchase of any Size Pizza
in our restaurant(no deliveries)

Try Our Every Day &Wen Specials!
Served with

Murray Sewing
Center
Bel-Air etr. 753-5323

•

• Tirawisci
•
•••••i:dek:.;•••••••
• *** •

Special

Tuesday Only!

$
Folds
FIat

IC1#reff

.4glow Fellowship

*SPECIAL*

convenience!

Call for FREE Trial Visit

The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
observed the Week of Prayer
for State Missions September
11-17 with "Tomorrow In
Kentucky" as the theme.
Ten members were present
on Monday, September 12, at
1:30 p.m. at the church with
June Crider in charge of the
mission study. She was
assisted by Jimmie Lee
Carmichael, Mildred Cook,
Electa Fulkerson, Tennessee
Outland, Bobbie Burkeen, and
Hilda Maupin,
Bobbie Burkeen, president,
presided and Letha Comp),
gave the financial report.
Plans were made for the tea
for the International students
at MSU on September 23.
Members were asked to bring
costume jewelry to be given to
Westview patients.
Guest speaker at the
Wednesday night service was
Richard Poe, director of the
Baptist Student Center,
Murray State. Refreshments
of cookies and lemonade were
served after the service.
On Thursday the ladies and
their husbands met at the

I
I

ith your choice of
4 delicious
1
dressings
Ina

We Deliver
759-1114
Free Delivery
To Dorm, Fraternity

and Sororities

Tuesday Special

\
Rib-Eye- $179

Served

WIth Garlic
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It would be a cinch to live to a ripe old
age if we didn't have to work so hard
providing for it.
0+0
The federal tax code already has too
many loopholes in the form of tax
credits that are really tax
expenditures. The House-passed
version of the national energy act would
create a number of new tax subsidies.
These new loopholes, no matter how
worthy their purpose, go contrary to
President Carter's goal of tax reform
and simplification.
They would make the federal income
tax return form even more
complicated.
They would build billions of dollars of
new tax breaks into the tax structure,

Leave Car At
Home To Save
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — One of
the best ways to save gasolin,and wear
and tear on your car is to leave it at
home.
How many times do you get in the car
and run an errand when you could have
walked? What about combining several
errands on the same car trip— or riding
with a neighbor who's going to the same
place? Is there a bus available?
But when you have to use your car,
you can cut down gas consumption if
you remember a few simple tips.
By driving at moderate speeds,
accelerating smoothly and keeping a
steady pace, you can get 30 percent
better rnilesage than the average
driver and 50 percent better than a
careless one.
Speeding up and then braking in stop
and go traffic is a typical way of
wasting the gas. Eveness is the key to
conservation.
If you get stuck at a railroad crossing
and you can't see the caboose, turn off
your engine until the train has passed.
That goes any time you have to sit
idle for more than half a minute. ft
takes less gas to restart the car than it
does to sit idle.
If you can stay comfortable simply by
rolling down the windows, don't use the
air conditioner. Although it's essential
on hot, humid days, air conditioning
can cut 10 to 20 per cent from gas
mileage in city driving.
If you're in the habit of toting things
around, remember to remove
unnecessary weight from the car
whenever possible
A lighter car uses less gasoline. If
you're buying a car, remember that a
5,000 pound car uses twice as much as

Agree Or Not

one that weighs 2,500 pounds
If you're stuck wits a'gas guzzler for
the time being, you might try filling the
tank only part way. Some people say
they actually get better mileage by not
carrying around an extra 10 to 15
gallons of gas.
However, in the winter, you may find
it's better economics to fill the tank,
since gas tend4 to evaporate more
easily in cold wather in a partially
filled tank.
Get in the habit of checking the oil,
battery water and tires. It takes just a
few extra minutes when you're filling
up, and can forestall more serious
repairs.
In addition, tires that are inflated
correctly save on gas. Underinflated
tires can cost you money. Radial
tires, although they're initially more
expensive, will last longer and save in
the long run.
Gas station attendants say they are
surprised each year to see how many
people forget to put antifreeze in the
radiator before cold weather sets in.
That kind of omission can result in
really serious surgery on your
automobile.
Regular tuneups also will forestall
more serious repairs and will help
conserve gasoline. You can do some
things yourself— such as changing the
oil and oil filter, saving some money.
But it is a messy job, and you may find
it's worth a few extra dollars to pay
someone to do it.
If you're thinking about trading, the
best time to trade a car is in the fourth
year of ownership, while maintenance
costs are still reasonable and the trade
in value in relatively high.
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HEARTLINE — is a service for
senior citizens of all-ages. Its purpose is
to answer questions and solve problems
— fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, buy you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I have heard about a
program called Retired Senior
Volunteer Program ( RSVP). Can you
tell me anything about it? — T. F.
A. The purpose of RSVP is to develop
a role in the community and a
meaningful life in retirement for older
adults through volunteer service.
Retirement often deprives older adults
of contracts and resources that might
permit them to engage in meaningful
activities. Hence, the focal point of
RSVP activity is the needs and

an Cieron

Looking Back

Home Rule Can
Of Worms Opened
FRANKFORT—The Kentucky
Supreme Court decision declaring the
carte blanc 1972 statute for home rule
unconstitutional has opened a legal can
of worms, particularly in the case of
Jefferson County.
The Court recently/held that the 1972
statute was an "overbroad delegation
of authority" to the counties and that
the legislature can't delegate away all
of its authority to counties or cities.
Kentucky's
present
Under
constitution, the legislature can
delegate specific authority in specific
areas, but the court felt the 1972 statute
was a "quit claim deed in perpetuity."
However, the Court did hold that
Fayette County's form of urban
government is constitutional since the
people in Fayette County voted and
approved their form of government.
The 1972 statute left county
government up to the fiscal court
without a vote of the people.
The suit was first filed in Jefferson
County in late 1972 and it was held in
abeyance in court there until 1975 when
a circuit judge there ruled that counties
could legislate in areas not covered by
municipal governments. There are
about 80 towns and cities within
Jefferson County.
There are now two routes open to
Kentuckians to delegate this authority
A constitutional
to counties:
amendment or a new constitution.
Kentuckians will vote this November on
the question of calling a constitutional
convention to rewrite the state's
charter.
Specific statutes have been passed by
legislative sessions in past session
delegation authority to counties on
specific subjects, but the 72 legislation
delegated away all of its authority in a
blanket move and this is what the Court
said the legislature couldn't do.
As far as this reporter's memory runs
back, counties, particularly Jefferson,
have all brought up the question of
home rule to past governors.
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Even back in Gov. Earle C. Clements
administration in the late 1940's,
Jefferson County cried for home rule.
Clements told the Jefferson County
legislators to pass a home rule bill.
Back then, they said they didn't want
it; they just wanted something to talk
about to their people. Clements bluffed
them down.
But government has gotten more
complicated as the years have rolled by
and the 1972 legislation was passed.
Jefferson County government wanted
more authority over the small towns
within the county, but the Jefferson
circuit judge ruled that they couldn't
invade the incorporated areas and the
Supreme Court then threw out the
statute is being too broad.
Now, the home rule question will
come up again in the 1978 session of the
General Assembly, and the bill drafters
must be more careful and specific in
drafting legislation to give the county
more authority.
The big complaint for years has been
that counties and cities must come to
the legislature to get authority to act.
Even the classification of cities is
governed by the legislature and a bill
must be passed to grant a city the right
to change its classification. This is
usually granted as a courtesy, but back
Breathitt's administration
during
Senator John Maloney of Covington
made a study of city papulations and
tried to ' get them made uniform
according to population.
He failed in this effort for the
majority of legislators thought it was
up to each city as to what classification
it wanted to operate its government.
Classification runs from first class
Louisville to sixth class for the smallest
incorporated towns. Powers of each
class of city are outlined and mentioned
in the constitution, but the legislature
has the power to change the
classifications.
Kentucky now has seven second class
cities, the requirement to meet this
cliissification is 20,000. There are
several cities that would meet this
qualification but remain third class
cities by choice.
Henderson,
Hopkinsville,
Madisonville and ShivelyAs well as St.
Matthews might meet it by the 1980
census.
The reason some of them don't want
the second class is that the major
connot succeed himself in office.

BibleThought
... Though your sins be m scarlet, they shall be as white as snow;
though they be red like crimson,
they shall be as wool. Isaiah 1:18.
Sinners can talk to God. The
mystery of God's forgiveness is
closely tied to the glory of souls
that are born again.

Today In History

10 Years Ago
Mrs. Don Keller, safety committee
chairman of the Murray Woman's Club,
and four University School students —
Beth Garrison, Gayle Rogers, Steve
Willoughby, and David Keller — were
featured on the program at the
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
meeting held at Kenbar Inn,
Gilbertsville. Mrs. C. C. Lowry of
Murray is Kentucky president.
The Calloway County Homemakers
Clubs will hold their annual day at the
Land Between the Lakes on September
27. Lunch will be served at the
Education Youth Center.
Pam Lassiter, Mary Hopson, Jan
Reagan, Linda Boyd, and Nancy Jones
are majorettes with the Murray High
School band.
Mr. and Mrs, J. P. Parker announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Tonda
Leah, to Steven L. West. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Haron B. West.
-Gunn" starring Craig Stevens is
showing at the Capri Theatre.

20 Years Ago
The Bethel Quartet entertained the
Murray Lions Club at the dinner
meeting held by the club at the Bethel
Methodist Church on September 24.
The Murray 4-H and FFA Beef Show
will be held at the Murray Livestor k
Yards on October 7, according
Harvey Ellis, county chairman.
Elder Jimmy Thelford will tx
speaker at the homecoming at the Lori,
Oak Prmitive Baptist Church 07,
September 29, according to Elder Arlic
Lorimer,church pastor.
Miss Shirley Murdock, daughter or
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Murdock, and Fri?
A. Shackelford, son of Mr. and N1r,,
Oury Shackelford, were marrirrd
September 15 at the Williams
'
Church of Christ.
Births reported include a boy, Verr,
Dale, to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey fir,lt
Mathis on September 17.

30 Years Ago
New faculty members at Murry
State Teachers College are Dr.
Halpert, Prof, James Albert Tr;,
Ruth E. Butler, Prof. Charles St;it, Prof. E. G. Schmidt, Dr. Lee Spro,,k
Prof, Josiah Darnell, Prof. David
Gowans, Prof. John B. Parker. Air
Faughn, Prof. Auburn Wells, Prof
H. Bailey, Prof. M. 0. Thomas
Mary Bess Cropper.
The Rev. Wendell H. Hone of Ncv,''
has accepted the pastorate
'
Illiemorial Baptist Church.
-Demonstrations on treating
beds with cyanamide will be held
farms of Clyde Hale and L. A.
Charles M. McNutt, former re,
of Murray, was honored on his •
birthday with a dinner at the Pa rirr.
City Park.
"Alexander's Ragtime H.
starring Tyrone Power, Alice F
Don Ameche, and Ethel Mernirr
showing at the Varisty Theatre.

:Iterests of the senior volunteer.
For complete information, write to
'I'ION , Washington,D. C. 20525.
HEARTLINE: I am 50 years old and
Ain planning on retiring when I turn 62.
I have worked for four different
t'ompanies, and I would like to know
ha much I have paid into Social
Sc, urity and what I can expect from it.
1),. you know where I can get this
r.t,a-rriation? — F.T.
A. To find out how muchmoney you
have paid into the Social Security fund,
need to fill out Social Security form
R-7004, Request Statement of
Earnings. By sending this form to the
Social Security Administration, you
voll be given the amount of money you
have paid and the number of quarters
ou have worked. There will also be a
small booklet explaining how you can
estimate what your Social Security
benefits will be.
iu can pick one of these forms up at
your local Social Security office or
Heartline can send one to you upon
request. Anyone who needs this form
.an write "Heartline-OAR," 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandra, Ohio 45381.
Please enclose a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope with your request.
HEARTLINE: I am 67 years old and
have Medicare Parts "A" and "B."
I've been going to my doctor for some
time for migraine headaches, but to no
:wad. He's tried everything he can but I
still get them.
Several friends have told me that a
chiropractor might help. I talked to my
doctor about this and he told me there
have been cases where a chiropractor
has helped relieve the pressure that is
causing the headache. However, he is
not sure one could help me.
What I want to know is whether my
Medicare will pay for a chiropractor's
services if I decide to go to one. — G.B.
A. Medicare Part "A" will cover
treatment by a licensed, Medicare.'
certified chiropractor if there is a
subluxation that can be demonstrated
by X Ray. However, Medicare Part
"B" will not help cover the cost of the X
Ray or for any other- diagnostic or
therepeutic services furnished by a
chiropractor.
For people on Medicare, Heartline
has developed "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been
completely updated and is written in
easy-to-understand, question-andanswer form. It includes a complete
explanation of "reasonable charges,"
and a sample Medicare claim form
with instructions on how to fill it out.
To order your copy, send 1.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare,- 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.

Isn't It The Truth
In our government there are three
walls that endanger our liberty — the
stone wall of bureaucracy, the blank
wall of official silence, and the brass
wall in the Pentagon.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger dr
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
.stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.

•
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, September 26, the
269th day of 1977. There are 96 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1777, British troops
occupied Philadelphia in the American
Revolution.
On this date:
In 1907, New Zealand became a selfgoverning dominion within the British
Commonwealth.
In 1915, the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission was established.
In 1918, the World War I Allies
launched an offensive that broke the
Germans'Hindenburg Line.
In 1919, President Woodrow Wilson
collapsed aboard his private train after
making 40 speeches on behalf of the
Treaty of Versailles.
In 1950, United Nations troops in the
Korean War recaptured the South
Korean capital, Seoul, from the North
Koreans.
In 1971,President Richard Nixon flew
to Anchorage, Alaska, for a meeting
with Japan's Emperor Hirohito, who
was making a stopover on a flight to
Europe.
Ten years ago: Food contaminated
with a pesticide killed 17 people in
Tijuana, Mexico.
Five years ago: Top American and
North Vietnamese negotiators were
meeting in Paris on the Vietnam War,
but results were not disclosed.
One year ago: Leaders of five African
countries rejected a plan by Rhodesian
Prime, Minister Ian Smith for the
transfer to majority rule in Rhodesia.

where they can remain hidden for years
without careful examination by
Congress and where they may become
almost impossible to reduce or repeal.
A better way to go would be to
provide open subsidies from the
government to individuals and
businesses which conserve energy.
These subsidies would be subjected to
careful scrutiny at budget time. Any
that fail the test of need, efficiency and
fairness would quickly fall by the
wayside.
The House version proposes
individual tax subsidies for residential
insulation, residential solar energy
equipment, residential wind energy
electric
and
for
equipment
automobiles.
It proposes business tax subsidies for
a wide variety of investments which are
thought to promote a rational energy
policy, a tax credit for waste recycling
equipment and a subsidy for
geothermal energy development costs.
All of these subsidies would vary
according to the income tax bracket of
the recipient individual or business —
and would be worth most to the
individual or business in the highest
bracket. Thus the subsidy would be
greatest where it is needed least.
From a long-range standpoint, the
tax system should be designed for a
single purpose — the equitable
collection of taxes. It is a wonderfully
effective mechanism for that purpose
but it is weakened, and the public
support on which it depends is
weakened, whenever it is used for any
other purpose, no matter how worthy.
0+0
We taxpayers understand all too
clearly that the local and federal
governments, with their heavier and
heavier taxation, do not really intend to
kill the goose that laid the golden egg, if
they can keep the egg. What scares us is
that.they want our tail-feathers, too.
0+0
The new family in the neighborhood
overslept and the six-year-old missed
his school bus. Mother, though late for
work, agreed to drive him if he'd direct
her to the school.
They rode several blocks before he
told her to turn the first time, several
more before he indicated another turn.
This went on for 20 minutes — yet when
they finallyaareached the school, it
proved to be only a short distance from
their home.
Asked why he had led them over such
a circuitous route, the child explained:
"That's the way the school bus goes,
Mom — and it's the only way I know."

Letter To The Editor

More On Bridge
Dear Editor:
front wheel allowing the combine to be
This letter is written in response to pulled off the bridge. Without the help
some statements made in the Murray of these wreckers the combine
would
Ledger and Times article entitled have possibly turned completely over.
"Combine Cracks Bridge" on Sept. 24.
In response to Rob Walston's
Since I was driving the combine that statement in the article that I could be
cracked the bridge, I feel there is more held responsible for tearing up county
to say on the subject. I have publicly property, I would like to ask what are
been accused of not using common the legal responsibilities of the county if
sense, and I have been blamed for the combine had been damaged or if
tearing up county property.
there had been bodily.. injury or loss of
I knew that all the farmers in the life? With all due respect to the county
involved area used the bridge to cross officials involved, I feel that warning
with their combines, grain trucks and and-or weight limit signs should be
tractors. I knew that heavy-equipment posted on all wooden bridges. I feel
operators have moved heavy even stronger that these bridges should
equipment across it. I also knew that be updated to handle the equipment
loaded, concrete trucks (weighing that needs to pass over them. The fiscal
many tons more than my combine)had court needs to take a closer look at
crossed this bridge in order to construct Calloway County's wooden bridges
a new bridge spanning Clarks River. before someone is killed or seriously
Knowing all this and after checking injured on one of them. It was just luck
with the nearest neighbor to the bridge that I was not killed last Friday
about the recent activity over the morning at 8:30 a.m.
bridge, I then proceeded to cross the
In conclusion, I want to ask two'
bridge. I considered this to be one of the questions on the behalf of all Calloway •
stronger wooden bridges in Calloway County taxpayers. Shouldn't a public
County due to the above mentioned road and the bridges oh that road+ b&
activity.
constructed and maintained to::
Magistrate Bogard stated in the Sept. accommodate the vehicles that need tn:
24 article that anyone traveling in a pass over it? Then why in the heavily-,
combine over this bridge was traveling farmed area of Clarks Riverbottont
at his own risk. If he can make this was such an inadequate. out-dated
statement, then he and the county road bridge allowed to rema.in?"?
department are admitting that /hey
Sincerely,
already knew this was a risky brie.
Kim Wallis
Then why were no warning signs posted
Rt. 1 Murray
at the bridge? Rob Walston stated in the
article that no weight limit signs were
posted on any wooden bridges in
Calloway County. This is just another
WRITE A LETTER
sad statement on the bridge conditions
Letters to the editor are welcomed
in Calloway County, Futhermore, why
and encouraged. All letters must be
wasn't this bridge constructed to
signed by the writer and the writer's
accommodate combines in this farming
address and phone munber must be
area? Just what else must a combine
included for verification. The phone
operator in this county do when he
number will not be published
approaches any wooden bridge? Here is
Letters should be typewritten and
what he must do: go five to ten miles
double-spaced whenever possible
out of his way on a busy highway and
and should be on topics of general
other narrow bridges. This route could
interest.
be considered just as dangerous as
Editors reserve the right to
crossing the bridge in question.
condense or reject any letter and
I want to thank Elmo Gardner and
lima frequent writers.
Harold Vaughn for the use of their
Address correspondence to
wreckers in holding my combine and
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
keeping it picked up so that the road
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
crew could place "sleePers" under the
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Valiant Upset Bid By Racers
Shod,Tech Gets 21-19 Win
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Bill Furgerson walked out of
the football dressing room
occupied by 55 tired and
demoralized bodies. The
Murray State Football coach
then walked into the training
room, paced a few steps and
nearly had to bite his lips to
fight back tears.
We didn't deserve to lose
this game. We've worked too
hard for the last two weeks to
have this • happen to us,"
Furgerson said moments after
his team had lost a 21-19
heartbreaker Saturday night
in Stewart Stadium.
The loss was to Tennessee
Tech, the 10th-ranked Division
II football team in the country.
Had it been a 20-point loss or
so, it would have been a little
different. But a two-point loss
in a game where there are
more "ifs" than in a political
speech is just not the same.
Any one little thing could
have made the difference for
Murray. But the breaks did
not come.
—The Racers had six
turnovers in the game, losing

Lady Racers
Get Fifth In
Saturday Meet
The Murray State women's
cross country team placed
fifth at the Illinois State Invitational Saturday.
Illinois won the event with 33
points while Southern Illinois
was second with 47. Other
scores were Eastern Illinois
63. Illinois State 96 aml Northern Illinois 171.
Glenda Calabro crossed the
line in 10th place for the top
Racer performance. She was
clocked in 20:52 over the 5,000meter course, which is approximately 188 yards more
than three miles.
Sharon Macy was the
second Racer finisher. She
was 20th in 20:35. Rounding
out the five, scorers for
Murray were Becky Beckman
in 23rd with a , 21:45, Lisa
Baker in 25th with a 22:02 and
Lyn Barber in 28th with a
22:34.
The Racer women will not
run this weekend. On October
8, the Racer men and women
will both run at the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Cross country
Championships at Western
Kentucky.
ii111;2"3;•1;s;$re

the right corner of the
endzone.
Both Dusty McConnell and
David Thomas hit the ball.
McConnell hit the ball first
and it went off his fingertips
and Thomas wasn't able to
hold on to it either.
"We'd worked so hard the
last two weeks at being a good
football team and we were a
good football team tonight,"
Furgerson said.
We held them scoreless the
whole second half and they
have quite an offensive
football team. It's just tough
to take a loss when you've
tried so hard to win.
"We're not embarrassed
about losing. You take out any
one mistake, a fumble, a slip
or whatever, and it could have
been a different story. I really
felt our kids showed their true
character.
"We were not the same
football team we were two
weeks ago," Furgerson said.
That they weren't. Two
weeks ago was the 38-0 loss at
Delta State which for all
Furgerson and the rest of the
Racers care, should never be
mentioned again.
Instead, the Racers played
with confidence. They moved
the ball well and blocking by
the offensive line was better

four fumbles and having two
passes intercepted.
—Four times in the contest,
Murray penetrated past the
Tech 25 but could not score.
— Early in the fourth
quarter, freshman tailback
Danny Johnson broke loose for
a 31-yard gain and carried the
ball from his own 30 to the
Tech 39. It appeared Johnson
was gone for the TD as he
headed down the left sideline.
After crossing midfield, he
lost his balance when he tried
to elude one of his blockers
who was lying on the turf.
Johnson regained his balance
but then slipped and came
down. The Racers went on
and penetrated to the 24-yard
line of Tech before losing the
ball on downs.
Just about everything that
could have possibly happened
to stop the Racers from
winning did indeed happen. In
fact, once in the contest, a
pass over the middle by
quarterback Mike Dickens hit
an official and the Racers had
an open receiver.
And then there were some
more things. Hank Lagorce,
who is usually deadly with his
toe, missed a straight-in-theface 34-yard field goal attempt
moments before the half
ended. He also missed an
extra-point kitk on the
Racers!second TD.
A break, on any of the
preceeding plays would have
turned the outcome of the
game around.
Of course the Racers still
could have tied the game in
the final seconds after
marching 84 yards in their last
series.
With brilliant leadership
from Dickens and some
brilliant play from the
offensive line, the Racers
charged down the field.
Dickens completed five passes
for 52 yards during the series
and that left Murray on the
Tech nine-yard line with less
than 20 seconds left in the
game.
On a fourth and goal from
the nine, Dickens hit tight end
David Thomas in the endzone
and Tech led 21-19.
"There was no doubt about
what we had to do. The entire
time we had the ball on the
last series, we knew exactly
what we had to do and we felt
we would do it," Furgerson
said.
They almost did.
With the- crowd of about
13,000 on their feet, the Racers
went for the conversion.
Dickens floated the ball into

than it was at any point last
season.
"They have been awfully
upset by people sating they
weren't able to move the
football," Furgerson said of
his offensive unit.
The Racers put to rest any
criticism of the offense in the
opening series.
After Tech had a pathetic
punt of 15 yards and left the
Racers on their own 49, the
Racers used just six plays to
score their first TD. Dickens
hit Chris Robbins on a 29-yard
pass and Lagorce hit the PAT
to make it a 7-0 lead.
Then came one of the
biggest mistakes of the game.
The Racers may have
celebrated the TD too long. On
the kickoff, the Racer
coverage broke down and
Mike Vise returned 61 yards
down to the Racer 32-yard
line. Four plays later, Tech
scored as Milton Jenkins went
in on a keeper from 15 yards.
The PAT failed and Murray
led 7-6.
That was the last time the
Racers would lead as on the
last play of the opening period,
Tech recovered a fumble on
the Murray 16 and on the next
play,scored as Jenkins hit Joe
Ware in the endzone. Tech
elected for the conversion, got

it and led 14-7. Murray made It
14-13 as on the next series, the
Racers punted the ball but
Tech fumbled and Dan
Hutchison recovered on the
Tech 24. On the first play,
Dickens hit Gary Brum for a
24-yard scoring pass. Lagorce
missed the PAT.
Tech's scoring ended on
their next series as they drove
70 yards and scored on a
Jenkins to Ware pass. At
halftime, Tech led 21-13.
Time and time again, it
looked as if the Racers would
score in the second half but
mistakes ended all but the last
scoring play of the game.
Statistically, the highpowered Tech offense lost to
Murray. The Racers had 164
yards on the ground and
Dickens had 14 of 28 passes for
178 yards while David Ruzich,
who came in when Dickens
was shaken up once, hit one
pass for 12 yards. That gave
the Racers a total offense of
354 yards, exactly 98 more
than Tech's total.
Murray State, now 1-2 on the
season, will play a "must"
when
Saturday
game
Morehead visits Stewart
Stadium. Tech, 3-0 overall and
1-0 in the league, will play two

FALL SALE

consecutive non-league games
before playing at winless
Western Kentucky on October
15.

9950

Tech
Murray
Rushing
164
203
12
Passes Attempted 20
5 Comp. 15.29-2
4-12-2
53
190
sPassing
354
Offense
256
3
4
les Lost
Si
ties
25
20.2
26.7
Punting Avg.
Individual Ruthirig: Murray ass) —
Dickens 9, Jones 15, Perine 22, Franklin
21, Johnson U and Brown 9. Tech (293)
— Jenkin' s 12, Lamar 74, Fore 103, Dorsey 9,Burst4 and Maynard I.
Receptions: Murray (1S-i90) —
Thomas 7-78, McConnell 1-10, Brum 3-56,
Franklin 1-1, Jones 1-3, Braaten 1-13 and
Robbins I-28. Tech (4-63) — Vise 1-1,
Ware 2-21 and Rolle 1-31.
Fumble Recoveries: Murray 3) —
Hutchison I, Hartley 1 and Boone I.
Tech (4) — White I. Hooper 1, Hamilton
land Courtney 1.
Interceptions: Murray (2) —Foster 1,
Craig 1. l'ech (2)— Bauer 2.
Leading tacklers for Murray: McFarland 9T and 2A,Shannon IT and 2A,
Franklin ST and 3A, Beckley ST and 1A,
Foster ST and 1A, Martin 4T and 1A,
Ftegan 4T and 2A.
WU ROT %SOW
Murray: 9:58 left in first quarter, Mike
Dickens 21-yard TD pass to Chris Robbins, PAT by Hank Lagorce. Murray
leads 7-0.
Tech: 8:41 left in first quarter, Milton
Jenkins 15-yard TI) run, PAT fails.
Murray leads74.
Tech: 14:56 left in second quarter,
Jenkins 16-yard pass to Joe Ware for ID.
Jenkins to Cecil Fore for two-point converstion pass. Tech leads 14-7.
Murray: 11:49 left in second quarter,
Dickens 24-yard TD pass to Gary Brun,
PAT by Lagorce wide to right. Tech
leads 14-13.
Tech: 6:36 left in second quarter,
Jenkins to Ware for five-yard TT) pass.
Anderson PAT. Tech leads 21-13.
Murray: 0:06 left in game, Dickens to
David Thomas for nine-yard TD pass.
Two-point conversion pass bicomplete.
Tech wins 21-19.

t

Purchase a 40'x75'x14' all steel
Butler Farmsted Straight Wall
Building with 20'xl3' Double
Slide door, walk in door,6 light
panels and color walls. The
above price is erected on your
concrete foundation. Price Good
Until October 30, 1977.
See Us For Butler Grain Bins and Drying
Equipment.

Hillman Coles
Construction Co.
Murray, Ky.
Office 502-753-3897
Keith Hays 502-489-2488
011is E. Anderson 502-753-5448

One HOUR
DRY
cteaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Open 7 a.m. to 6 p.m
6 Days.A Week
Phone 753-9084
•
GOOD TOES WED THUR
SEPT 27 20 25
EXPERTLY DRY CLEANED

SWEATERS,

MIX OP MATCH
NO LIMIT

89

SKIRTS,

LEISURE

I

SHIRTS

SHIRTS

ON HANGERS
OR FOLDED

LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
GOOD JOB WILLIE — Willie Wilson of the Racers smears Tech quarterback Mitten Jenkins on this play. Other Racers in the picture are Jeff Boyd, getting ready to assist, Kevin Whitefield (65), Bill Shannon (93), Doug Shelton (21)and David Reagan (52).

C

GOOD ALL WEEK

(Staff Pbetes by Mike lausalia)
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Quality Merchandise-Tops in Service
Murray, Kentucky
205 South 5th St.

It

IrGetalloacztoo•
.1/ I./

4t$
tWO.
t-

Motorola

(11

//1 I

E3t3

zst
41:

Mocat CB
with Purchase 0115"

:

CONSOLE COLOR TV
*3

All Rods, Reels and

FISHING TACKLE
FOAM ICE CHEST
N BICYCLES
SHOTGUNS
•§i and RIFLES

:
.

25%

;sk
OFF

$100

20%

20°A

EA

Model TSK190UN

OFF

IfiCielsion

°FF

ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS

?III

Only 2 For Sale

30 Gibson Avocado

11 B & W

Electric Range Portable TV
Sale$1 9995 WT
Price

4-Temperature

Automatic Washer

Kelvinator Dryer

WT

CLOSE-OUT PRICES

Check Our Prices and Save
"P Ti▪llers
.K•. s22999

raw

4-Speed Kelvinator

299"

End of Year Sale Prices On

$9999

FREE
DELIVERY

"NO-FROST" TRIMWAll
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
• Big 5 35 Cu. ft. freezer

S21995

• Never needs defrosting
• lcemaker capability
• Adjustable cantilevered
'shelves

94995

:91.
:41.:
:11.*
4E

41.

dt;
.
!
131

Y.

SAVE

'50" to '100" Per Unit

Litton or Shape

MICROWAVE OVENS

All
Freezers
Sale
Priced

REGISTER etiiiti
FOR
12" Sylvania lig.:
TV

•
t
'
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Racer Harriers Mop Up
Feild At Harding Meet
Despite having to run in a driving rainstorm, the Murray
State cross country team managed to place six runners in the
top 11 to run away with the team title at the Harding College
Invitational in Searcy, Ark.,Saturday.
Murray finished with a total of 21 points. Harding College
was a distant second with 64. Other scores included Memphis
State 94, Arkansas State 115, Central _Arkansas 132, Northwestern Louisiana 140, Arkansas lluachita 192, Henderson
State 212 and Southwestern of Memphis 229.
The English Brigade of the Racers composed the top seven
runners for Murray.
Taking first place in the meet were freshman Jerry allin
and senior Martyn Brewer, both of whom finished in 23:42.
Because over two inches of rain had fallen, the race was
held on an asphalt road and since the times were not recorded on paper because of the cloudburst,all the times were not
available. Brian Rutter took third in 23:45.
The next Racer to cross was Richard Charleston who
finished in fifth then came Dave Rafferty in 10th and Dave
Warren in 11th. Pat Cbimes was the seventh Racer to cross
and he finished in 15th place in 24:52.
A team could count only seven runners so Mitch Johnston
and Tony Keener ran in the "open" division. Johnston
finished 16th overall and Keener 19th but in their division,
they were second and fourth respectively.
"1 was a little happier with our fifth, sixth and seventh
men," Racer coach Bill Cornell said.
"Our seventh man was only 1:10 behind our top man. They
all ran harder, including the men at the front. We didn't ease
up for the meet at all. We ran eight miles on Friday," Cornell
added.
This coming Saturday, the Racers will get their toughest
competition of the year as they participate in the Indiana Invitational.
Expected to be the main competition for Murray is East
Tennessee. The Bucs have been picked to win the OVC and
are ranked 10th in the nation.

Vrongway Jones' Keys Chargers
To Win, Raiders Belt Steelers

IN BETWEEN — The pass from quarterback Mike Dickies falls incomplete here as it lands in
between Jeff Braaten (27) and David Thomas (811) of the Racers. The defense bock for Tech is
Greg Namiltoa. The boll is the dark spot by Brattaa's WY knee.

HAVE A NICE FALL — The intended receiver for Tennessee Tech is in for quite a spill on this
one as his attempt to catch the pass is in vain. Defending for Murray are Roy Hadley (40) and
Kevin Wkitefield (65).
( Staff Photos by Ma. Brasidaa)

Blue Raiders Win Rain-Shortened
MSU Golf Tourney, Racers Third
Middle

Tennessee
Raiders
golfers posted a six-man team
score of 581 Friday to win the
rain-shortened 13th annual
Murray State Invitational
Tournament at the Murray
Country Club by seven
strokes.
Led by Steve Goldstein, a
co-medalist with a one-underpar 143, the Tennesseans left
the course Friday after 36
University's Blue

holes of play with their sevenstroke lead over Eastern
Kentucky's Colonels and were
awarded the winner's trophy
Saturday when the heavy
rains washed out the final 18
holes of the scheduled 54-hole
local collegiate classic.
Eastern's Doub Brehme
also fired a one-under-par 143
to share the medalist honors
with Goldstein, while a

Major League Standings
By the Associated Press

ALMOST GONE — Danny Lee Joitason of the Racers takes off
down the left sideline and almost scores on this play. He went
31 yards but wound up slipping after getting away from the
last would-be tackler. Johnson racked up U yards in the best
performance of the season by the East Prairie, Mo.,freshmen.
(stun Fut.. by Alike Ilrunden)

Hello,stranger
Searching for answers to all those Who/what/where
question:, about your new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostestriars my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.

lifttomaigok
Kathryn Outland

753-3079

PAUL WINSLOW'S
Olympic Plaza - North 12th St.
We will repair any vacuum ever made, no matter
where purchased.

SpecialSale
Filter Queen
Home Sanitation System
Reg.$400.00 Now

$27e2

National League
East
.W L Pct. GB
Phila
97 58 .626
Pitts
91 65 .583 6"2
S Louis
80 74 .519 16,A2
Chicago
80 76 .513 1742
Montreal 71 84 .458 26
N York
60 94 .390 361-2
West
x-Los Ang 94 61 .606
Cinci
85 72 .541. 10
Houston
77 78 .497 17
S Fran
72 84 .462 22it
S Diego
67 90 .427 28
59 97 .378 3542
Atlanta
x-clinched division title.
Monday's Games
Philadelphia (Longborg 10-41
at Chicago (Burris 14-15)
Houston (Andujar 11-7) at Atlanta (Solomon 6-6)(n)
Montreal (Twitchell 6-10) at
St. Louis(Rasmussen 11-16) In)
San Francisco (Halicki 14-12)
at Los Angeles (Rhoden 16-9)
(n)
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Results
St. Louis at New York, 2,
ppd., rain
Philadelphia 8, Montreal 5
Pittsburgh 4, Chicago 0
Cincinnati 4, Atlanta 0
Los Angeles 5, Houston 4
San Diego 9,San Francisco 2

American League
East
W
L Pct. GB
N York
96 59 .619
Boston
93 62 .600 3
Bait
93 63 .596 3'2
Detroit
72 84 .462 24'2
Cleve
69 86 .445 27
Milwkee
65 92 .414 32
Toronto 52 103 .335 44
West
x-K.C.
99 55 .643 —
/
2
Texas
90 67 .573 101
Chicago 87 70 .554 131 2
Minn
82 74 .526 18
Calif
72 84 .462 28
Seattle
61 96 .389 39,.2
Oakland
59 95 .383 40
x-clinched division title
Saturday's Results
Minnesota 4, Milwaukee 3
New York at Toronto. ppil
rain
Baltirnore 4, Cleveland 1
Boston 6, Detroit 2
Kansas City 4, California
Texas 3, Oakland 1
Chicago 8, Seattle 3
Mohday's Games
Toronto ( Byrd 2-11 at Bo,t ri
( Tiant 11-8), (n
Cleveland (Hood 3-0) at NAf
York (Torrez 16-13),
Kansas City (Colborn
at Oakland(Coleman 2-4-, Ir,
Only games scheduled

This Week's Sports Calendar
TUESDAY-4i- Southwest Calloway at East Calloway for 5
p.m. football game, North Calloway at South Marshall for 3
p.m. football game, Murray Middle School at Benton for 6
p.m. football game and Calloway junior varsity at Fulton
County for 6:30 p.m.football game.
THURSDAY — colloway freshmen play at Ballard in 6•30
p.m. football game and Murray high freshmen are at Jettor.
for 6:30 p.m. football game.
FRIDAY — Murray High at Caldwell County for 7:30 p.m,
varsity football game.
SATURE)AY —Murray State cross country team, whic),
should be among the favorites, will compete at 10 a.m. in tht•
Indiana Invitational at Bloomington. The women's tenni.team of Coach Nita Head will be busy with a match at
Eastern Kentucky then will play at UK Sunday. Also fo:Saturday, Murray State will try and even its OVC footbai
record at 1-1 by hosting Morehead to a 7:30 p.m. contest L:1
Roy Stewart Stadium.

teammate, Richard Clark,
KaS one stroke back at 149.
Three golfers finished with
195. one over par, including
Murray's Mike Kirby, who
posted a sparkling threeunder-par 69 for the opening 18
Friday morning only to slip to
76 on the afternoon round after
running into a string of five
consecutive bogies.
Tied with Kirby at 145 were
Scott Regner of Illinois State
and Jim Reburn of Southern
Illinois University. Nine
teams, including Murray's
Racers, matched strokes in
the tournament.
Murray's team finished one
stroke back of Eastern and in
third place with 589 and 10
strokes in front of Austin
Peay's 598. Memphis State
was next, one stroke back of
Austin Peay with 599, while
Illinois State finished in sixth
place with 605, one stroke
ahead of Southern Illinois 606.
Bradley of Peoria, Ill., and
the University of Missouri at
Columbia finished with 612 to
complete the field.
The golfers and their scores
were:
Steve Goldstein, MTSU
73-70--143
73-70--143
Doug Brehme,EKU
73-71--144
Richard Clark, EKU
Scott Regner,ISU .
70-75-145
Jirn Reburn,SILT
72-73--145
Mike Kirby, Murray
69-76-145
74-72-146
Brian McDonald. Murray
Larry Patton. Murray
72-74-- 146
71-76-147
Emile Vaughn. MTSL'
Outs Farr, MTSU
74-73-147
John Van Vleck, APSU
73-74-147
Mark Ryan, Murray
74.74-148
78-70,-148
Chris Hall, MTS12
74.74-148
Mike Frey,EKU
Tony Mitchell, Mem
.73-75-148
72-76-148
David Apperson, Mem
74-75-149
Jerry Stone, Murray
Sy Randle, APSU
75-74-149
David Loyd,Brad
76-73-149
.77-72-149
Jim Jarman, Mo
Lee Cheeks, Mem
75-76-149
David Clements,ft4CU . 72-77-149
Jerry Vidovic, LSU
72-78-150
Steve Campbell, MTSU
76-74-150
Hod Smith,Brad
. 7644-150
Tcan Fischer, Murray
76-73-151
Jeff Smith, Mein
75-76-151
Don Marlowe, Mem
77-74-151
Randy Jacobson, APSU
76-74-152
76-76-152
Rictuird Smith,A PSU .
Putter Robbins, Mem
74.78-152
Jay Venable,SIU . .
76-56--153
76-77-153
Bill Holzman. APSU
Tommy Hughes, Mem
76-77-153
Craig Riey,1St'76-78-154
Walt Stemajduav,STU
78-76-154
Dan Shinebarger, Mem
77-77-154
Edd Parnell, mem
81-73-- 154
Field Olson, Brad
79-76-135
Pete Godwin, Mo
77-78- 155
Scott Pearson, Mo
76-79-155
Pat Lockwood, Mo
78-77--ISO
Bill Powers, MTSU
79-76-155
Bobby Cronin, Murray
62-73-155
Tim Jackson, Murray
. 77-78-- 155
John
80-76-156
Dave Geer,EKV.
.79-77-156
Brad Smith,EMI
62,-74-156
Jeff Unn,SIU
60-77-157
Jim Theine,Brad
79-73.- 158
Rod Terrette, Murray
83-75-158
Dick Franey, Murray
81-77-158
Paul Haire,'derf1
59
Jeff Teller, Murray
79-00-139
John Weston, Mo
76-08-161
Tony Citation, Murray
7043.- 161
Mark Spletman,Sit
7743- 182
Jim Zartman,ISU
83-81-iSt
Coirtnay Rudolph, Mem , 83-81-164
Jim Needle, APSU
7946- 165
Pete Norton. Murray
66-71- 165

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
In the case of National
Football League defense vs.
offense, we have a clear
example of a hung jury after
Sunday's games.
Among the exhibits for the
defense are Los Angeles' 20-0
shutout over Philadelphia,
and Denver's defensive unit,
still unscored upon this season
after the Broncos jolted
Buffalo 26-6.
For the offense, there is
Dallas' 41-21 demolition of the
New York Giants and
Cincinnati's 42-20 rout of
Seattle.
In Sunday's other games,
Baltimore downed the New
York Jets 20-12, Washington
topped Atlanta 10-6, St. Louis
edged Chicago 16-13, Houston
defeated Green Bay 16-10,
Detroit held off New Orleans
23-19, San Diego ripped
Kansas City 23-7, Miami
whipped San Francisco 19-15
and
Oakland
defeated
Pittsburgh 16-7.
In Saturday night's game,
Minnesota edged Tampa Bay
9-3.
New England plays at
Cleveland tonight, completing
the second week of the NFL
season.
Chargers 23,Chiefs 7
The first witness for the
defense will be Leroy Jones,
who plays tackle for the San
Diego Chargers. Since he.
stands 6 feet 8 and weighs 274
pounds, it is suggested that
you pay attention.
Jones was minding his
business in Kansas City
Sunday when Mike Livingston
faded back to pass. Livingston
was hit, the ball squirted loose
and the pass settled in Jones'
arms at the Chiefs' 17-yard
line. The event was so
unsettling that when Jones
started running, he took off in
the wrong direction.
With his teammates waving
and yelling, Jones realized the
error after about 10 yards. He

reversed his field and churned
back into the Chiefs' end zone
for a touchdown, breaking a
couple of tackles as he hit
PaYdirt•
Broncos 21, Bilis6
The next witness for the
defense will be Buffalo
running back O.J. Simpson,
who carried 15 times for a
mere 54 yards against Denver.
Asked if a sprained ankle
had affected his play,Simpson
said, "What affected my play
was their linebackers."
Quarterback Craig Morton
passed for one TD and ran for
another against the Bills.
Raiders 16, Steelers 7
Finally, the defense calls
the Oakland Raiders, who
chewed up Pittsburgh with
interceptions by Jack Tatum,
Willie Brown and Charles
Phillips short-circuiting the
Steeler attack.
The Raiders also sacked
Terry Bradshaw five times for
51 yards, overshadowing field
goals of 21, 40 and 41 yards by
Errol Mann and Mark Van
Eeghen's eight-yard TD run.
Cowboys 41, Giants 21
The first witness for the
offense will be Roger
Staubach, who led Dallas'
demolition of the New York
Giants, completing 18 of 29
passes for 235 yards. Staubach
ran for one TD, passed for
another and had a string of 10
consecutive completions over
one stretch.
Also testifying for the
Cowboys will be rbokie
running back Tony Dorsett,
who scored his first NFL TDs
on funs of 11 and 34 yards.

Cardinals 16, Bears 13
Next, the offense calls Jim
Hart, who completed 16 of 24
passes for 215 yards and had a
streak of 12 straight
completions, including a 10yard TD pitch to J.V. Cain.
Jim Bakken supplied St.
Louis' decisive points with
field goals of 49, 36 and 41
yards as the Cards' attack
rolled for 348 yards.
Rams 20, Eagles 0
Joe Namath, calling his own
plays, pitched for a pair of
touchdowns and Los Angeles
shut out Philadelphia,limiting
the Eagles to six first downs
and 112 yards on offense.
A week ago, working with
plays sent in from the
sidelines the Rams dropped
their opener in Atlanta.
Calling his own, Namath
completed 12 of 23 for 136
yards and TDs of one yard to
Terry Nelson and 13 to
Lawrence McCutcheon.
Colts 20. Jets 12
Don McCauley scored a pair
of close-in touchdowns as
Baltimore downed the New
York Jets.

YOUR
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11.1111
617Subscribers wise have get
received Nor bease-Milverail
copy if The Manny Ledger &
.
Neu by 530 p. at. Manisityfriday or by 3:30 p.
Sationisys ire wood to col
753-1916 Worms 5:30 p. at.
lAtoodoy-Fridoy,
met 6 p.
el 3:10 2. so. sod 4 p.s.
Saturdays, to lean delivery
ei Nee novrepoper. Callh Non
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Free for the Asking!
write

I.
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

Captain D's,

• 2piecesoffish filet

• crispfrench fries
• creamycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.
only

sir
Captain D's,
12th and Olive
753-9383
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RECAST
More Milk From
Cows Fed Less
Soluble Protein
A relatively new concept in
formulating feed supplements
for dairy cows, recognizing
differences in how well
various protein sources can be
utilized by the cows, can help
dairymen increase milk
production, •
Solubility of the protein is an
indicator of how much good a
cow can get from the
supplement fed in producing
milk. Ironically, the lower the
; solubility, to a certain, but as
yet undefined level, the better
the utilization. Involved is
what happens to protein feed

Machinery Show,
Tractor Pull,
Tickets, Available
FRANKFORT — Tickets for
the 1978 National Farm
and
Show
Machinery
Championship Tractor Pull, to
be held in Louisville's
Freedom Hall Feb. 15-18, will
go on .sale by mail beginning
Oct. 3.
The Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center ticket office
will begin accepting ticket
orders on this date only for
those wishing to acquire
nights of the
tickets to all fouc„...4
event. The orde mu be for
the same number a e same
price for all four nights.
.:*:Single night ticket orders
:Will be accepted beginning
Nov. 15 and will be honored on
.first-come first-serve basis.
. Prices are $6 and $7, and
starting time for the pull each
night is 6:30 p.m. Orders must
include a certified check,
cashier's check or money
order and a stamped. selfaddressed envelope. No
personal or company checks
will be accepted.
Mail ticket orders to:
Tractor Pull Tickets, National
Farm Machinery Show, P.O.
Box 21179, Louisville, Ky.
40221.

in the cow's rumen and the
extent of rumen activity in the
total digestion process.
"Highly soluble proteins are
rapidly degraded in the rumen
and converted to bacterial
protein or lost as ammonia,"
explains Gary T. Lane,
Extension dairy specialist in
the UK College of Agriculture.
"Less soluble proteins, on the
other hand, are slowly
degraded and partially bypass the rumen to the lower
digestive tract. This results in
better utilization of protein by
the cow in producing milk.
The better-utilizied, lesssoluble proteins are contained
in soybean meal, cottonseed
meal, brewers dried grains,
milo, beet pulp and corn.
Highly soluble proteins not
utilized as well are contained
in dried milk, peanut meal,
corn gluten feed, distillers
wheat
grains,
dried
middlings, wheat bran and
oats.
Research shows that highproducing dairy cows will
increase milk production
when fed rations formulated
to provide 20 to 25 per cent
protein solubility levels.
Production was lower when
rations with higher protein
solubility were fed.
Rations with 20 to 25 per
cent protein solubility can be
formulated from feedstuffs
that are readily available,
says Lane. For example, corn
silage supplemented with
meal
corn -soybean
concentrate is in the optimum
range of protein solubility.
recognizing
Supplements
the new concept in protein
evaluation are on the market.
Those formulated with lesssoluble proteins that can be
better-utilized by cows are
worth considering, says the
dairy specialist. They should
improve milk production,
with feeding
compared
supplements containing
highly soluble proteins —
especially when fed to highproducing cows.

SHORT ROWS
By Nevyle ShacKeiford
•

•

• vo.'

,

Soils Specialist Reccommend
Applying Fertilizer This Fall

f

Fall is an ideal time to apply recommends taking soil may be the time saved next
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
fertilizer needed by crops to samples from fields as soon as spring when the main obUniversity of Kentucky College of Agnculture
be planted next spring as well possible so that there will be jective is to get seed in the
as
by fall-seeded crops and enough time to have them ground. Spring. is the rush
If you should be out in the front legs. The remainder of merciless, and
ferocious clea- grass patures,says Ken Wells, tested for lime and fertilizer season for fertilizer dealers,
garden scavenging for late the Opthoptera—crickets, t u re — a
cruel, pitiless Extension soils specialist in needs. County Extension too, and sometimes they can't
niattp-ing vegetables and sud- grasshoppers, roaches, locusts
destroyer, even of its own the UK College of Agriculture. agents for agriculture, located supply the kinds and grades of
denly spot a huge, greenish, and other relatives—have very
kind. But With man, it is
Many fields in the state need in every county in the state, fertilizer wanted in the spring
grotesque-looking insect different habits wed do great
gentle and can be made into lime and fertilizer for top have containers, instructions when conditions are right for
staring at you from a bean damage to crops and food
an interesting pet. Inasmuch production of fall-growing or for sampling fields and will spreading.
vine, don't panic or race for stores.
Lime, phosphate and potash
as its food consists of many fall-seeded crops,according to arrange for having samples
the old spray gun.
Although grotesque and of the more destructful and the specialist. Since lime, tested by the soils testing can be fall-applied effectively
This great bug will be a sometimes reaching a length
for next spring's crops, but
harmful insects, it is also a phosphate and potash do not laboratory on the UK campus
praying mantis and won't of six inches or more, the
use of nitrogent should be
leach from the soil, they can in Lexington.
great benefactor of man.
hurt you at all. In fact it is mantis is still a fascinating
limited to fall-growing crops
Fall
application
of
lime,
be
applied
now
for
next
A gang of praying mantises
your friend and will help you and attractive creature. The
phosphate and potash for which need it — small grains
in the garden is worth a lot. Spring's crops.
fight off insects that will do head which is mounted on a
In either case, Wells spring-planted crops has and grass pastures, says
several advantages, Wells Wells. For small grains, he
you harm.
neck, can be moved about
points out. When applied in the recommends 30 to 60 pounds of
The mantis is one eiample like that of a human being,
fall,
lime has time to react N per acre before seeding and
of an accidental -importation forming comical and inwith acids in the soil, and an additional topdressing of 30
of a beneficial insect brought quiring poses, but ever alert
generally will correct acidity to 60 pounds of N per acre
in from foreign lands. for victims.
problems
before spring around the first of next March.
Brought in on nursery stock
Like most other predatory
plantings
are
made. Weather Straight grass pastures should
from China, the mantis was creatures, it will remain
conditions usually are better be topdressed with 35 to 70
first discovered in the 1890's motionless as a statue for
for getting spreaders in fields pounds N per acre as soon as
in the neighborhood of Phila- hours with its toothed forepossible to increase fall
Anyone who uses pesticides to arrange..for training. This during the fall, lessening the growth and extend the grazing
delphia where it thrived and legs cocked over its head like
chances
of
causing
soil
became a credit to the com- a saint engaged in prayer. But designated for "restricted- involves about a 2-hour compaction.
season longer into the winter.
munity. Since that time it has let a careless grasshopper, use" has until October 21 to educational meeting conDouble-cropped fields, with
Waiting
until
spring
to
been distributed to various cabbage butterfly, or some become certified as required ducted by the county Ex- fertilize fields increases the fall-seeded small grains to be
by
federal
law.
agriculture.
tension agent for
parts of the nation, both by other insect pass by and these
followed next spring by corn
This includes private ap- There is no charge for the risk of not getting the job done
accident and by interest.
or soybeans, can have
because,
in
Kentucky,
rainy
all
poised legs flash out with
plicators, such as farmers, training or for certification of
potash
phosphate
and
Because of its voracious the speed of a striking rattledays
are
much
more
and commercial applicators, private applicators, and they
requirements for both crops
habit of feeding on other snake and the victim is soon
prevalent
during
spring'
according to Wesley Gregory, are not required to pass a
insects, the praying mantis no more.
planting time than in the fall. applied this fall, aCeording to
Extension entomologist in the written test.
can just as accurately be
Biggest
advanatge, however, Wells.
The manner in which it UK College, of Agriculture,
Training for commercial
called the "preying mantis." holds these sturdy, spined and coordinator of the Kenapplicators is available by
It belongs to the family front legs raised to heaven has tucky applicator training contacting Gregory,
Mantidae of which there are a been misconstrued by super- program.
Agricultural Science Center
great number of species stitious peoples the world The U. S. Environmental North, University of Kenscattered over the world. Of over. This pose, really one of Protection Agency I EPA) has tucky, Lexington, Kentucky
the great insect order menace, has been mistaken not yet designated which 40506. Commercial
apOrthoptera, it alone feeds for an attitude of prayer.
pesticides will be classified for plicators are required to pass
entirely on other insects
In reality, the mantis is restricted use. However, they a written test, show evidence
which it catches by means of anything but prayerful. will be th'z productsasiiwt that they are adequately inthe singular structure of its Instead, it is a treacherous, require contnols in addition to sured and pay fees for cerlabel instrut•tions.
tification and for each piece of
"Certain pesticides," ex- equipment operated.
••••••••
plains Gregory, "may be
Kentucky currently leads
considered by EPA to have the nation in this program,
4
unreasonable adverse effects with over 74,000 private apon the environment or cause plicators and 11,000 cominjury to the applicator, even mercial applicators already
when applied according to trained and certified.
Ford f-Sorios-Avoioblo I Oros Is wick row MI
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky stripping," Wade said. "Farm directions, warnings and
Only those who may need
rsioirowords
So coloo is Yeell lid Ibow's a Ford Truck
Bureau
thinks
this
is
rightfully
committed
to
Farm Bureau is
cautions on the product pesticides that are potential
Ian rigid for row WO Now it slock._roodr lidofivory
a
decision
to
be
made
by
"moving straight ahead" with
container or when used in candidates for restricted-use
NOW!
this year's burley tobacco growers."
accordance to a widespread or classification are being
Wade
estimated
that
some
loose-leaf marketing
commonly
recognized certified, according
to
program, according to Bob 25 million pounds,or 6 per cent practice."
Gregory. Homeowners and
For Truck Soles
Wade, Kentucky
Farm of the total quota, would be
Training required for backyard gardeners are not
sold loose-leaf in Kentucky certification is being provided
Bureau president.
expected to come under the
& Service...See
Ports
Wade's statement Friday this year.
by the Cooperative Extension certification program because
Complete details of grading Service. Certification is most products that they will
was in response to recent
action by the Council on and sales dates are currently handled by the Kentucky need should be classified by
FORD
Burley Tobacco and press being formulated by a 19- Department for Natural EPA for general use.
Yfr.w
reports speculating about the member beltwide committee Resources and Environmental However, the entomologist
TRUCKS
101 Main Sheet
future of the three-year loose- of tobacco leaders, according Protection in Frankfort.
cautions users of any pesticide
to committee chairman
leaf experimental project.
Farmers and other private to follow directions and heed
Murray,
Kentucky
-"Farm Bureau is com- William Balden, and these applicators shoruld contact cautions and-or warnings on
153-5273
mitted by action of our voting details will be announced in their county Extension office the product label.
delegates to continue this the near future.
experiment," Wade said.
"This year's program is
designed to allow any butley
producer ,the opportunity to
try baling and sheeting, and
decide which of these methods
he prefers."
Officials are hoping to
market some 40 million
variety of other ways,some of
The
Kentucky
Horse came to fanning long ago and
pounds of burley in bales and
which may eventually overlap
sheets this year, with par- Council, the U.S. Department was partially responsible for
the
decrease
in
the major use categories
of
rapid
into
Agriculture's
Kentucky
the
ticipation by farmers in all
the United
when the final analysis of the
eight burley states. Previous Crop and Livestock Reporting number of horses in
year's experiments, con- Service, and, the Kentucky. States in the second quarter of Kentucky Equine Survey is
ducted primarily in Kentucky Department of Agriculture the twentieth century, the completed.
and Tennessee, have shown have jointly released a steep hills and specialized
A formal publication will be
that growers can save 40 to 50 preliminary report on the size farming in Kentucky have
prepared and published later
per cent of their labor costs and makeup of the Kentucky tended to keep the work horse
in the year and will also inand mule a vital part of clude information on the
when they strip and package equine industry.
The report, a two-page today's equine industry. About
the burley in loose-leaf form.
location of equines in the
summary
of major findings 24,000 head are used as some
A recent University of Kenstate, the number of horses by
tucky report confirmed the enumerated by the 1977 sort of work animal. It is not
breed, the acreage associated
labor-saving aspects of loose- Kentrky Equine Survey an uncommon sight when
with the Kentucky equine
leaf marketing for farmers. conducted by the Kentucky traveling through Kentucky to
industry, and the number of
Wade said the recent Burley Crop and Livestock Reporting see,for example,a work horse
equine operations by tiype.
Council action to ppose this Service, indicates that as of or mule harnessed to a plow
Copies of the preliminary
year's loose-leaf sales May 1, 1977 there were an threading its way through
tobacco.
report
are available from
growing
estimated
204,000
close
rows
of
equines
in
represents the latestmrnove by
An almost equal number of either the USDA Statistical
groups who "are trying to kill the state. Light and draft
Reporting Service, P. 0. Box
the program." He said the horses represented 74.3 per Kentucky equines are used
American Farm Bureau has cent of this total or 151,500. mainly for show or racing, 1120, Louisville, Kentucky
recently endorsed the eight- Ponies accounted for 41,500 20,000 and 19,700 head 40201 or the Kentucky Horse
state sales effort scheduled head and mules and donkeys respectively. The remaining Council, P. 0. Box 11992,
this year. and said Farm totaled a surprising 11,000 8,300 head are used in a Lexington, Kentucky 40511.
Bureau leadership in Ken- head.
Pleasure riding was the
tucky is preparing to implement the program in the largest use category, with
94,000
equines
owned
coming weeks.
He repeated that the primarily for recreational
program's objective is to offer enjoyment.
Throughout history, Kenloose-leaf marketing to all.
hurley-producitig counties, tucky has been krkown
and all growers.; who wish to primarily as a breeding state
try the new
methods. — the state's prominence as
Previously, only a few hun- the horse center of the nation
dred growers have tried developing because of the
baling and sheeting, but these quality of the animals born
program participants have and raised within its borders.
enthusiastically endorsed the It is not surprising then that
the next largest use category
new packages.
in the
"Without this educational is that of equines held
program, burley producers primarily for breeding purHwy. 94E Phone 153-1215
‘sould not have the op- poses, which includes 38,000
portunity of knowing whether head.
Although mechanization
they like or dislike loose-leaf

Pesticide Applicator
Certification Deadline
Is October 21

PARKER FORD HAS
YOUR TRUCK

Loose Leaf Experiment
'Moving Straight Ahead'

IN

STOCK

PARKER
FORD

According To Report

F

ARMINGTON FEED
FARM SUPPLY, INC.
FARMINGTON, KY.
,/"We Know How
:Thanks
yap Help
For The
Opportunity."

FEEDS
GRINDING & MIXING
Complete Rations In Meal or Pellets For Ad Livestock
VITA FERMT.

SERVICE

HEADQUARTERS:

HORSEFEED
We Can Mix To Your Specifications or Supply Complete Feed

DOG FEED
SPORT MIX — TRY IT!
Hunters and Kennel Owners Ask About Our Kennel Price of WO
Lbs and Over Approved By The National Research Council.

EQUIPMENT
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Farm Equipment, Livestock Feeders and Waterers

ANIMAL HEALTH SUPPLIES
A full and Complete Line of Products for Prevention Of Livestock
Disease Prescription Drugs Available Through Your Veterinarian
Your Veterinarian Is Trained and Qualified to Discuss Your Animal
Health Needs We Work Together

A NEW SERVICE
VETERINARY NUTRMONAL CO(?/CLING
COMPRISED OF:
RATION FORMULATION
HERD HEALTH RECOMMENDATIONS
PRE-MIX AND FEED ADDITIVE ADVICE '
Your nerghbor Nutrena knows how to help

NutrenaFeeds

State Reports 200,000 Equines

See
PURCHASE
EQUIPMENT *
Today For
That Quality
Used

COMBINE

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
MEETING
Calloway County
Farm Bureau
Oct. 4th, 1977
7:30 p.m.

Community Room-Peoples Bank
on Chestnut Street

Several
To
Choose
From

Purchase

EQUIPMENT CO.INC.
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Legislative Subcommittee
Endorses Tobacco Provision

Elevators, Augers, Major
Source Of Farm Accidents
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Elevators and augers are a
major source of farm acand
fatalities.
cidents
National Safety Council
figures say these devices have
the highest accident rate per
hours used of any farm
machine.
''The big danger is
operating elevators and
augers is getting caught in
moving parts," says Larry
Piercy, Extension safety
engineer in the UK College of
Agriculture. "Federal
regulations now require new
elevators and augers to be
guarded as much as possible
without substantially innormal
in
terfering
operaton."
Piercy says auger elevators
should have grate-type guards
over intakes, with openings on
the grates no longer than 4 34
inches. Openings on the grates
must be a maximum of 10
square inches in area. The
guards can be no closer than

27 inches to the rotating
flighting.
Other parts that require
shielding are the power takeoff and other revolving shafts
and the nip or pinch point of vbelt and chain drives. You can
buy guards for older machines
from their manufacturers or
build them yourself.
Piercy recommends some
common-sense rules to follow
in operating elevators and
augers:
-Examine the equipement
and read your operator's
manual before you start. Note
recommended procedures and
potential dangers. This is
especially important if you're
new to the machinery, but
even an experienced operator
can benefit from a second look
at working procedure.
-Keep children away from
elevators or augers whether
the machines are stored or in
use. Flowing grain presents a
natural fascination to children

you
Drovide

the robkm

supply the solution
setft
a... •

••• .....
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c\-2
Our Direct Deposit system
guarantees that your check
will be credited to your account on the same day
each month. It's safe, convenient . . . and it's done
automatically!

Bank of Murray
FDIC

which can attract them to the
running equipment. And
Elevators are not intended to
be used as slides or climbing
equipment, emphasizes
Piercy.
Don't wear loose clothing
around elevators or augers,
says Piercy. "It's easily
caught and can pull a person
into the works before he has
time to stop the machine or
release himself.

Local Jersey
Farmer Will Show
Cattle Nov. 5-19

Custom Rates, Ownership
Of Machinery Compared

Stubblefield Jerseys of
Murray, will be exhibiting six
head of Jersey cattle at the
North American Livestock
Exposition in Lousiville,
November 5-19, officials of the
show reported recently.
Stubblefield Jersey will be
competing against other
breeders from all over the
United States and Canada for
premiums and awards which
total some $200,000. The
Exposition, which is one of the
largest such livestock shows
in the nation, is expected to
feature more than 10,000 head
of top-quality beef cattle,
dairy cattle, sheep, swine and
quarter horses.
The event features a total of
11 open beef shows, 5 open
dairy shows, 12 open sheep
shows, and junior shows for
beef, dairy and sheep, and
open steer show, a pen of five
feeder calf show and sale, a
market lamb show, an open
swine show for singles and
truckloads of market hogs,
plus a ladies lead division for
both juniors and seniors. In
addition, there will be a total
of 18 sales as well as a four day
open quarter horse show.
The commercial exhibit
area will be open daily in the
East Wing and will include
such exhibits as western
clothing, livestock grooming
supplies, livestock trailers
and handling equipment,
turquoise dealers, and even a
fruit stand and cheese booth.

Pork chops that are stuffed
are satisfying when there's to
be only one chop per serving.
Use lean rib pork chops cut 1
inch thick. Make a pocket in
each chop by slicing it in half
lengthwise to the bone. For the
stuffing you can use a dry, seasoned bread mix made for
stuffing purposes.

Luxury...Economy...
Performance..Value:
Everything's coming
up Loads
S. tars!
We've got the hottest deals in trucks today. And, if your size is
medium, now's the time to try on a rugged, dependable loadstar.
Today, loadstar's got three ways to help you arrive at your
"one sure decisionl — Economizer, Binder and Sundance. And,
one of them is bound to suit your medium-duty truck needs to
a
The loadstar Economizer is the lowest-priced diesel made in
America. It's a value when you buy it — and it keeps paying off
with dependable performance for years to come.
Few things on wheels are stingier with a gallon of gas than the
Binder. It's specially built for today and today's gas prices.
And if you want to mix business witholeasure, the Sundance
is just what you're looking for. Glossy on the outside, comfortconscious on the inside — Sundance gets the job done with a
special flair.
Economizer. Binder. Sundance. One of them is right for you.

Tailor Motors, Inc.
So. 4th St.

Coleman Mathis (foreground) discusses orchard ,
management with members of the Horticulture H class 1
from Calloway County High School on a recent field
trip. Mathis owns and operates a 40-acre commercial
apple orchard near Mayfield. Those pictured left to right
are Michael Carr, Jo Beth Norwood, Kim Smith, Coleman
Mathis and Donnie Miller.

753-1372

Kentucky farmers are
facing a 10 to 15 per cent increase in custom farm work
pay rates this year over two
years ago, say two UK Extension specialists in farm
management. But costs are
going up in all phases of farm
production, the specialists
add.
With harvest time for
soybeans and corn coming up,
Stephen Allen and Charles
Moore, Sr. advise that you
weigh advantages of buying
your own farm equipment
against those of hiring custom
work.
Some advantages of custom
work over owning and
operating your own equipment
are: elimination of ownership
costs; freeing farm labor and
capital for use elsewhere;
need for less power and
equipment; possibility of
newer, more specialized
machinery in use on your
farm; and advantages of large
machinery on small acreage.
But on the other side of the
coin, say the specialists, you
may not get custom service

when you need it most.
Custom operators may give
priority to bigger jobs, leaving
smaller ones until later. These
delays could mean risk to
yields and quality for the
farmer with a smaller
operation. Add to these factors
that
the
possibility
irres• .nsible operators may
•• work and that custom
ea pment may spread
disease and weeds from field
to field.
"It's generally less expensive to custom hire until
the cost of custom work equals
cost of owning and operating
your own equipment," says
Allen. "On smaller acreages,
where ownership costs are
usually well above custom
rates, you can possibly afford
to pay premiums to ensure ontime custom work," he adds
County Extension agents for
agriculture in Kentucky have
a list of average custom rate
charges for individual areas.
Allen and Moore say that rates
within each area may vary
considerably.

A
—
FRANKFORT
legislative subcommittee on
agriculture has endorsed a
proposal that would repeal a
prohibiting
law
state
warehousemen from offering
rebates to tobacco farmers.
With one conviction during
the law's 40-year history, the
provision has apparently been
ignored by many farmers and
warehou*o§tners alike and is
also diffkult to enforce, according to the state Department of Agriculture.
Sen. Joe Wright (D-Harned)
who first proposed a repeal of
the measure, said Kentucky
now has "an inefficient
system of too many tolmcco
warehouses." Wright said
increased competition among
warehouses from open rebates
would result in savings to
farmers. He added that
warehouse owners are forced
under the present system to
offer the rebates illegally in
order to attract customers.
The Legislative Research
Commission is presently
drafting Wright's bill. As
requested by the subcommittee at a previous
meeting, the commission
polled 11 other tobaccoproducing states, none of
statutes
have
which
tobacco
prohibiting
warehouse rebates.
Only North Carolina freely
acknowleded the existence of
rebates, while most other
stated they did not know of or

Vo-Ag Committee Meets,
Selects Class Topics
The Atilvisory Committee for
Vocational
Adult
the
Agriculture Program met
September 19, at the Murra
Vocational Center. Danny
council
Cunningham,
president, conducted the
meeting with plans for this
adult
year's
program
discussed.
The Young Farmer Class
will begin October 31, at 7:30
p.m., with the Kirksey Class to
follow on November 1 at 7:00
p.m. The New Concord and
Lynn Grove classes will follow
the completion of these fall
classes in January.
Class session topics were
discussed and selected. Areas
to be covered are farm shop
facilities, grain marketing,
soil testing, johnsongrass

control, crop diseases, and an
income tax return study. A
special welding class will also
be offered to class members.
Danny Cunningham was reelected president. Henry
Armstrong and Jim Stahler
were elected vice-presidnet
and secretary respectively.
The other council members
present included: Rob McCallon, Henry Armstrong,
Mark Paschall, Terry Workman, Bobby Wilson, Ike
Albritten, Pat Wilson, Jim
Kelly, Richard Jones, Will Ed
Hendon, David Palmer, Boyd
Norsworthy, Kenneth Melvin,
Max Hughes, Jim Lawson,
coordinator, and Johnnie
Stockdale, adult farmer
teacher.

Buy now

WAIVER OF
FINANCE
CHARGES
UNTIL MAR.1,1978
Waiver of finance sirnP0/
means you Puy now but pay no finance
charges until March 1, 1978
Ibviousty. the sooner you buy your new
Case tractor, the more you
save Oft tinance charges
This otter applies to the
purchase of any new tractor
in the Case agricultural
from 43 F70 to our
line
the
largest 4.wheei drive
300 engine hp Casa 2870
Buy from the
'tractor specialists
the finance
and
05
spa1 SO
r, '0,
saw.
logglipooml
via lidleol
Campo, Wavy

McKee! Equipment fixr.T.1
a
"
4
"
1S3 In2
543"" Co., Inc.

have evidehce ot such a
system. "Apparently,
Department of Agriculture
officials in North Carolina see
nothing wrong in giving
special privileges since they
act as an incentive to comamong
petition
warehousemen," the report
stated.
In other action, the corn-

mittee also voted to draft
proposed legislation exempting grain storage bins from
the state sales tax, a tax which
Commissioner
revenue
Maurice Carpenter estimated
to be $250,000 annually. The
move was taken to alleviate
what has become a perennial
problem of grain storage and
shipment.

"We've all frown.
Tegethen
Murray Office
305 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-5602
Passing Mom in height. That's a tall moment in your boy's life. Naturally, he'll take
much of the credit. But you know the care
and attention he got during infant years were
essential.
The story of American agriculture and
Production Credit Association is similar.
Sound credit service has played a big role
in helping both farmer and rancher gain their
present business stature.
And we're ready right
now to help you with most
broad-shouldered tasks your
future plans may include.
The go ahead people

4
/

SPECIALS

SECTIONS FOR
YOUR COMBINES

—

$m/50
I

Klux

8x55 and 8x60
GRAIN AUGERS
Brad Cook, son of Mr. and
Mrs. L D. Cook, Jr., of Hazel
Route One, has been selected as FFA Member of the
Month for September by the
Calloway County Chapter of
the Future Farmers of
America. He was selected as
result of his aca
complishments at the Kentucky State Fair. He was high
individual scorer in the State
FM Dark Fired Tobacco
Grading contest and was a
member of the team which
won first place in the state
air-cured tobacco grading,
first in burley grading and
second in fire-cured grading.
Cook is also a member of
the Calloway Meats fudging
team which placed second
in the state. He will participate along with team
members Randy McCallon
and Danny IGngins at the
Mid-South Fair in Memphis,
Tn., September 26 in the
Mid-South Meats Judging
contest. He is a senior and
vice-president of the local
EFA chapter.

NOW IN STOCK!

Nigh Quality!
Low Price!
tovr Direct Hot-line to Farm Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Ego o

Dial Toll Free 753-5299
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!

TOMMY'S
EQUIPMENT CO.

FAkivi MACHINER
qees
JP.IISTEIGER.
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 SEDALIA RD MAYFIELD
PHONE 247 6020 AFTER 5 PM PHONE 753 7452
OPEN FROM 7.30 AM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Take advantage of our new
grain handling and storage facilities for soybeans

Murray Warehousing
Corp. Inc.
Wholly owned subsidiary it the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Assn.
753-8220 Or 753-8225
Murray Ky.
Old Concord Rd.
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Adding Income To Area
Agriculture With A New
Grain Handling Facility
LOCAL FARMERS
PHONE

ALL KY. FARMERS
PHONE

474-2295

1-800-592-5409
For up-to-the-minute
Market Information

For up-to-the minute
Market Information

Pictured above is Larry Hoth, Charles Sadler, co-managers of Hutson Grain
Terminal, Dan Hutson, President of Hutson Chemical, Dan Hutson II,
president of Hutson Grain Co. Inc., and Billy Smith, Vice-president of Hutson Grain Co.Inc. In the background the belt is carrying grain to the barge.

Pictured above, Ron Coleman and Jeff Dickerson employees of Hutson
Grain Terminal, Dan Hutson-Hutson Chemical Co., Dan Hutson II, president
of Hutson Grain Co., Inc. and Jim Lamb, vice-president of Operations, Hutson Chemical Co.,Inc.

Larry Hoth and Charles Sadler, co-managers of Hutson Grain Terminal, are both farm reakd. Larry attended Iowa State College at Ames, Iowa, Charles
attended Austin Peay State University at Clarksville,
Tenn, both majored in agriculture. During the past
several years Larry and Charles have been employed
by a nationally known grain handling organization.
These two capable employees invite you to bring
your grain to Hutson for fast efficient unloading service. They will make every effort to see that every
transaction is satisfactory.

photo shows a tractor-trailer and "Bob" Truck of Grain being dumAbove
t.
ped into the two 1,000 bahel receiving pits at Hutson Grain Terminal

Added income for farmers by use of lower transportation cost.
A more complete AO;Business to accommodate
farmers in our area.
A need for a fast-efficient receiving point on the
water.

RESULTS
Higher Prices

At the port and other unloading points in
the area due to incTease competition

Availability The farmer is able to unload anytime.
Faster Unloading No more waiting in line for hours
to be unloaded.

• HUTSON GRAIN TERMINAL
Port-of-Murray-Calloway County

0
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60
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Let's Stay Well

B F J L Blasulgarne M D

Your Individual
Horoscope

Parents Sharing Home Duties

Frances Drake

0. Mrs. R. R. writes
that, because of the gradual increase in the cost of
living for her family of
five, she has been forced to
return to an outside job.
She has less time for her
children, especially her

Crossword P
ACROSS
1 Common
Latin
abbreviation
4 Old
Testament
(abbr.)
6 Lassoes
11 Fruit
13 Worn away
15 Greek letter
16 Comes on
the scene
18 Symbol for
nickel
19 Conjunction
21 Slave
22 Ireland
24 Burden
26 Country of
Europe
28 Beverage
29 Denude
31 The
sweetsop
33 Teutonic
deity
34 Short jacket
Sluggish
36
38 Conjunction
40 Petitions
42 Saccharine
45 Fondle
47 Journey
49 Pierce
50 Appellation
of Athena
52 Organs of
hearing
54 Saint tabbr
55 Chinese•
distance
measure
56 One first in
rank
59 Exists
61 Diatribe
63 Occupant
65 Rise and fall
of ocean
(pl.)
66 Printer's
measure
67 Turkish
commander

three-month-old daughter.
She also feels some concern as to whether her
absence will have an adverse effect on her children.
Some tension has developed regarding her hus-

uzzler
Answer to Saturdays Puzzle

DOWN
1 Vast age
2 One who
shirks duty
3 Symbol for
calcium
4 Monster
5 Brief
6 Returns
7 Native metal
8 Attitude
9 Man's
nickname
10 Pertaining
bold age
12 A continent
labbr 1
14 Roadside
restaurant
1 7 Dolphinlike
cetacean
20 Certain
23 Sun god
24 Bone
25 Poses for
portrait
27 Lampreys
30 Look sullen
t

2
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46 Symbol lor
32 Female
tellurium
COWS
35 Sea nymphs 48 Talk idly
37 Dampens
51 Imitated
38 Semi53 Stalk
precious
57 Female ruff
58 Printer's
stones
39 Widow
measure
41 Old name
60 Musis as
for Thailand
written
43 Dining
62 A slate
labbr
44 Tubercu osis
64 Cooled lava
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Di in. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

band having to devote)when they are in, assisting
more time at home doing them in the selection of
many things that she used their clothes and dressing,
to do, in addition to work- and joining in their play.
ing at his regular job.
Such an expanding of the
She wants to know if traditional role for the fasuch new roles for the ther can bring benefits to
father are not causing him and the other family
many of the home prob- members and in no sense
lems.
downgrade his position of
A. It takes two persons to importance.
conceive a child, and each
In spite of more taxes the
of them has responsibili- income from two outside
ties in its care.
jobs helps to bring ecoThe increase in the cost nomic
and
security,
of living affects us all and finances
adequate
an
is probably the major fac- standard of living.
tor which is bringing more
A well-run household
women into the work force. should also involve chilMany are concerned about dren who are assigned
their
added
earning their duties and given apresponsibilities. In spite of propriate rewards. They
enjoying their work and learn discipline in the care
producing needed income, of their room and their
such mothers fear they are clothes, and they become
missing
valuable time involved as an important
which they could profita- parts of the operation of
bly share with their chil- the home. One of the major
dren,
especially
the duties of each parent is to
younger ones if their form- keep their children well
ative years.
occupied in wholesome
While giving birth and work and play.
nursing an offspring are
Raising a family is a
biologically tied4o women, complex,
cooperative
most of the other home endeavor. It can be one of
duties for mother and fa- the most rewarding, even
ther have been established on a limited income. I
by custom and are neither
The home remains the
feminine nor masculine.
basic unit in our society
But, "necessity is the where many'
of our habits
mother of invention." The and
attitudes are establishfather can, with some ed.
Outside work by both
adjustment, learn to cook parents need not have an
and clean house, even do adverse effect on the chilthe laundry and shop for dren. They can learn selffood. He can take on added sufficiency and develop
duties with the children, needed independence, yet
helping them with their feel an essential part of the
studies, nursing
them family unit.

PEANUTS

HOW
HERE,I
BOUGHT THOUGHTFUL
,f0U A NEW
BOOK..

IT'S 64? MISS HELEN
5WEET5TORY,Se FAVORITE
AUTHOR,ANO IT'S A
SOUTHERN NOVEL!

I JUST LOVE NOVELS
ABOUT THE SOUTH AN
WHAT A GREAT TITLE..

THE 51X BONNY
UJUNNIE5 VISIT
PLAINS, GEOR&A"

•
NANCY

BEETLE BAILEY
WI-4AT'S THE
!
STRING FOR
BEETLE?

TO REMIND ME
TO WRITE MY
FOLKS

YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO
TIE IT AROUND YOUR
FINGER,NOT YOUR
BIG TOE.

Prefers Calif. Single
To New York Married
By Abigail Van Buren
'y, Th ChIcago T,bune NY New, Syr11.1 Inc

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 24-year-old California woman who
fell in love with a terrific eligible bachelor while
vacationing in New York.
We're planning a November wedding, but every time I
think of living in New York I break down in tears. I hate
New York! I was born and raised in California, and all my
friends and family live here.
We have to live in New York because my fiance is a
physician, and his father (also a physician) is retiring and
leaving him a wonderful established practice.
I've asked my fiance to consider taking the California
Medical Boards so he can practice there, but he says it's
foolish to start all over again in California when he has a
successful ready-made practice in New York. I know ke's
right. But as much as I love him, I know I'll be miserab46 in
New York.
Please answer soon as time is running out.
TORN
DEAR TORN: If you "know" you'll be miserable in New
York, you will be. And he'll be miserable, knowing that
you're miserable, which will make for a miserable
marriage.
Unless you go to New York determined to build a new
and happy life, for your sake and his, call the wedding off
and stay in California.
DEAR ABBY: I am involved with an older married man
with whom I have a unique relationship. He never
questions m about other men, and I never question him
about his wife —although I admit, I'm curious.
He pursued me, I didn't pursue him, and from the very
beginning he told me he was a "happily married man."
My question: Why would a "happily married man" want
to have an affair? Or is the affair a sign that something is
wrong with his marriage?
CURIOUS

DEAR ABBY: For years I have been driving four
neighbor children and my daughter to school every day. I
decided not to join a car pool because I figure that as long
as I am driving anyway, I may as well take a car-full.
Incidentally, we have a nice new car with six seat belts,
and I am as dependable as a clock.
We've lived in this neighborhood for many years and I
know all the parents, but I don't see them socially. Of
course all the mothers know that I chauffeur their children
every morning because I pick them up at their doors.
Now I don't expect a medal, but when I meet one of the
mothers in the market or at PTA, not ONE mother has
ever said "thank you" to me.
If parents are so thoughtless about showing their
appreciation, is it any wonder their kids think the world
owes them a living?
This has been on my mind for a long time. Please print
this to wake up a few mothers. But don't use my name or
location.
IRRITATED
DEAR IRRITATED: Names and locations are
unnecessary. The guilty ones will know who they are.

-24
THE PHANTOM
WE OON'T
HAVE 4
THEM.

THAT'S
SORRY, GENERAL.
THE
IMP05619LE TRUTH!

BLONINK,
DEAR,PICK A NUMBER BETWEEN
ONE AND A TI-IOUSAND

j

TWENTY-TV/0

`rOU LOSE! THAT THE WRONG
NUMBER-11-44T MEANS YOU
HAVE TO TAKE
ME OUT TO
DINNER

Over 30 antique dealers
from six states are expected to
exhibit in the 13th Annual
Paducah Antique Show and
Sale at the Jaycee Civic
Center, Paducah, Saturday
and Sunday, Nov. 5 and 6.
Dealers are slated to exhibit
and sell a variety of antiques,
including
furniture,
primitives, glass and pottery,
china, lamps, dolls, jewelry,
toys and a large selection of
miscellaneous antiques and
collectibles, according to a
spokesman.
The show will be from 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m. Saturday and from
noon to 6 p.m. on Sunday.
THE CORRECT NUMBER WAS \,vE Reidland High School
HUNDRED AND SIXTY-SEE\ y Boosters sponsors the show

Iasi film Service
Al Big Discotint

DEVELOPING

—=-4rair-1

For

lou Pay Only
Prints
lour Good

FILM, FUSR CURES,
CAMERAS, FRAMES
Artcraft Studios

Ul ABNER
?—pC/V/L L464777E5 LAWYER
/5 MWAA5 771,E- ymn/Exe 410
— zhvz_F—ss TWEYE 5S/r",
A COPZIP FOR 00/M6
///5 OLJTY

124Z

Arif.

MONEY
STRETCHER

MIT

2. Notice

2 Notice

tuns sof
test wilt
Gilles, reeks' IL I-Visp
"Water piNs" Nellend Drug,
101 S. 4t5.

FOR
SALE

1115$. 12t5 7534033
Free Porting At I. Dow

NEVER MINI)THE GUESTS v— PLJALL THOSE
MATTRESSES IN T)-/E SWIMMING POol_ Tr—

,

and sale, with all proceeds
to the high school
athletic association. Admission is charged.
"This is the largest and
oldest continuing antique
show and sale in the Paducah
area," the spokesman said.
The Jaycee Civic Center is
located on Park Avenue and
Beltline. For more incontact
Bill
formation
Schroeder, 898-6211.

55 Gal. Drums
Thornton Tile
& Marble

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service..
Artcraft, 118 South MK,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en;
trance.
WHAT WE do best it
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.
-

612 Se. 918I

going

-'Two

MINORITIES PROGRAM
LOS ANGELES I AP)
graduates of the Orchestral
Training Program for Minority
Students, which is sponsored by
the Los Angeles Philharmonic,
have won posts with California
orchestras.
Rufus Olivier, 21, has been
named second bassoon of the
San Francisco Symphony and
Oscar Meza, also 21, has been
named to a string bass chair in
the San Diego Symphony.
The program was conceived
in 1972 and selects about 50 students each year. The candidates average age is 18. Each
musician works with a member
of the Philharmonic to develop
all aspects of orchestral techniques.

FREE
Your Ears Pierced
piercing earrings
With o purchase of

$799

7

reef I Peo.essolool Ponce." soled. year woe owe.
etee,le ooe. &We're. moo-Oosec swims/ **Hn

st..ftiess s/ort..e.ctop stooks Par.& Cli*”.101
e9e 18 era no tioleleoo woke 10

oloned
please

MICHEISON'S
‘I

BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell 'price. Trade two for 1
Two locations. 808
Chestnut, Murray and
Paducah
Square,
Paducah.
REWARD
FOR
in
formation leading to
arrest and conviction of
person or persons who
broke into C. W. Nance
residence, September 18
and took 22 single shot,
automatic
22
Remington, 2 shotguns,
1 high standard pistol
and TV. $200.00 reward.
Call 753-0248 of 436-5365

We
Repair_Blow
Dryers
&
Hair
Dryers, t Blenders,
Coffee
Makers,
Vacuum Cleaners,
Toasters,
Mixers,
etc.

Murray Home
L Auto Store
°mom* St

CeLpf.--

An

PHONE 753-1916

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope, please.

Feature Over 30 Dealers

IT SURE FEELS GOOD
I To GET kOME AFTER
A HARD DAY
AT' THE
I
OFFICE

(
10

DEAR CURIOUS: It's possible for a man who is
sufficiently satisfied with his marriage to seek
supplementary excitement just for the fun of it.
I would translate his statement into the following: "I
enjoy fooling around with you, but don't get any crazy
ideas about marriage, because I'm perfectly happy with
,
things the way they are.'7

Antique Show To

T1415 TRAITOR 6AVE )0U
LIE6 ABOUT U5! RETURN
THE PAPERS To ME!

FOR TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 27,1t77
What kind of day will SCORPIO
ntre4A
tomorrow be' To find out what Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
As with Libra, you will also
the stars say, read the forecast
have to dampen enthusiasm a
given for your birth Sign.
bit. Excessive optimism could
Lead you to impractical *ARIES
cremes.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
SAGITTARIUS
play
an
Other people may
41Tt
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21i
important role in day's acReject the foolish notionslg
tivities. Much will depend upon others. That logical mind
your reactions. Don't split hairs yours will come up with gbin discussions of minor im- swers that are reasonable ailld
portance.
solid.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
JJ
I Apr. 21 to May 211 bC101" ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1/
Don't get wrought up over the
Financial matters favored —
especially in the a.m. On the spending habits of a partner —
personal score, however, you marital or business. With a little
may run into a bit of difficulty in thought, compromise Is
possible.
a romantic situation.
AQUARIUS
1oese
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May 22 to June 21)
This will be one of those daps
Stellar influences now give when you'll have to "go At
you a sharp, practical outlook alone." Cooperation is likely
on projects in which you are be spotty or nonexistent. Out
interested. Take advantage of you CAN cope.
the Situation.
PISCES
CANCER
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
(June 22 to July 23)
You are in a mood to explite
Attempts to alleviate an areas off the beaten path, but*
economic situation should be careful not to wade in beyoOd
most succeskul now. The your depth. Trends are
resources of another may even changing.
a.
be put at your disposal.
YOU BORN TODAY, as.a
LEO
Libran, are an extrempty
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Confusion could result if you versatile individual, endo
misinterpret 'instructions with a great love of beauty
miscalculate in any way. A day a natural ability to create t
for double-checking everything. which fulfill this side of y
and bring great pleasure 'lie
VIRGO
others as well. You are also toed
) Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) i/Pk11. of intellectual pursuits and ate
to
be
Don't expect associates
most content in work will&
amenable to the usual ap- permits you to profitably tipproaches now. Some situations ploy the mind. Many of thaille
will call for extreme delicacy in born on this date have deeply
handling.
religious and philosophial
feelings and these are offpn
LIBRA
expreised in their writings luid
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Your lively imagination may art. Traits to curb: moodinais
be running out of bounds right and hypersensitivity. Birthditte
now.So,in trying to launch your of: St. Alfonso da Ligoutt,
ideas, be sure to separate the scholar, theologian; Charles
Percy, U.S. senator.
fantastic from the feasible.

a is
•

True Test

Barn
Paint
5 Gallon
$J799
Murray Nome
Auto Store

PROVERBS 14:12 There
is a way which seenii.th
right unto a rmArl: hut
the end there,1
the
ays of death Are
sure your right, or 1 is
it just seem right' To
make sure you are right,
read God's instructo
manual, The Holy Bible,
mu be sure. Don't iA ;fit
until it's ton late Need
,issistance'.' Call 733(1984

COMING SOON
(CI:1%1Z
fo
DOWNTOWN
MURRAY

^
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6 Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

3. Card Of Thanks
ks11LY of Cora
in Jackson
ishes to express their
he, I oh appreciation
for the nlany
pressions of sinpathy
estendoi it them after
thy death of their loved

Hit

_

Mrs !Men Priddy : Mr
:Ind Mrs Glenn Gaudin:
Mr and Mrs. Bonnie
.I.,ckson: Mr. and Mrs.
llo,inas Duncan and
their families

6 Help Wanted

SECRETARY - mature
and well experienced.
Two to three girl office.
This person should have
the main initiative, and
probably carry the basic
responsibility of the
office. Good basic skills
necessary of course.
Please reply and state
address, telephone
number, age, marital
status, children and
ages, a short work
history
including
present or last employment.'Reply to Box
32Z. c-o Ledger & Times.

ADDRESSERS WAN:TED Immediately!
•Work at home -- no
experience necessary
excellent pay Write
American Service. 8351)
Park Lane. Suite 269,
Dallas. TX 75231

WEEKLY
$ 2 00
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437,
EXPERIENCED COOK
needed morning shift.
Call 753-2998.

WANT SOMEONE to help
with infant and 15 month
old in my home. Six
hours a day, experience
required. Call 753-$501.
MANAGER CO-OWNER
Sonic Drive In, Murray,
Ky. Prefer family man.
$800 base starting salary
plus 25 per cent profit
sharing. Must be experienced in fast food
service, ' good
references, and willing
to make small investment. Call collect
918-687-6198 for Jim
Barker.

16 Home Furnishings

8 FT KROHLER couch,
good condition. Glass
topped table, set end
tables, 3 sets lamps,
dinette set, dresser,
desk, buffet, wardrobe,
box springs and mattress, chair, recliner,
Victorian bed, shallow
well pump. Call 753-8127.

CONTEMPOH ARY style
sofa, neutral color.
Approximately. 100
inches big. Good
condition. Reasonably
priced. Call '53-7591.

AUTOCRAT thermostate
control wood heater, 102
year old. Warm Morning
coal stove. Three speed
electric fan. Rheemglas
water heater, 30 gallon,
3 months old. 220 3 stack
heater. Call 753-6858.

TWO SINGLE BEDS,
refrigerator, 3 storm
windows, 35 x 40, tulip
Girls
light
swag
bicycle. Call 753-4684.

and
CARPENTERS
laborers. Call 436-2627.
EXPERIENCED grill
cook, weekends evening
shift. Apply in person,
Jo-Jacks, Aurora.

BROILER OVEN and 2
winter coats. Call 767479'7.

9

NEW AND USED AIR
COMPRESSORS for
sale. Call Dill Electric,
753-9104 or 753-1551.

Situations Wanted

MALE STUDENT needs
money, willing to work.
Call Jeff, 767-6785. Box
Hall,
4187F, Hart
Murray.

AUTOMOTIVE
opOutstanding
portunity at respected
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, automobile dealership for man experienced in cleaning
up new and used cars.
Dealership will furnish all tools and
materials. Generous
salary plus many company benefits. Send
history of job experiences and job
references to:
'John Foster
Foster Pontiac
3636 South
27th Street
Milwaukee, Wis. • 53221
or call collect
414-282-5000

15 Articles For Sale

SOMEONE TO STAY
with elderly lady.
Monday-Friday. Call
436-5804.

EARN MONEY NOW.
'Fake orders for I.isa
Je‘stdry Call for free
atalow: on toll free 800631-1258.

10 Business Opportunity

SALE-KING automatic
wood heaters. $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

FOR RENT OR LEASE
- 40 x 63 ft. building.
Three offices with 2
bathrooms, one with
shower. Would make
ice clean-up shop or
;cycle shop. Would
consider long term
lease. Call 753-6490.

FULL TIME or part time
beautician. For sale all
styles and colors of
wigs. Call 753-0757.
ORTHODONIC Assistant
- 21 or over - high school
education minimum.
Send resume to Box-32Y.
Murray.

The Murray Fire Department will scree applications for employment until 5:00 p.m. Octoinr
7, 1977. Applications and other information may be
obtained in the office of the fire chief 5th & Poplar.
z

4

13 For Sale Or Trade
1951 DODGE COUPE,
asking 150.00. Call 7532670 after 4 p. m.
14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
TRACTOR
GRAVELY
accessories: Planter
drill, roto-plow, Sulky
iseat1, 2 ties. Also 30-40
_tr-jp. Ford or Massey
Ferguson tractor, plus
bush hog blade, 2 bottom
plow, Call 753-8709.

65,000 BTU Warm Morning gas heater, 125.00.
Call 436-2265.
FEDDERS 2 ton central
air and heat unit.
Enlarging home to 3 ton
unit. Still hooked up and
working this week.
Installed 1970. 350110.
Call 489-2303.

18 or over
Bus boy, dishwasher and food prep.
Hiring high school students. Hours
5:30-10:30. Apply in person,

PAGLIAIS

MATCHING COUCH,
chair and pouf. With
built-in end ' tables.
Modern design. Excellent condition. $150.
Call 753-0605
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit,solid wood. Electric
amp.
and
guitar
ElectriC welder, 50 amp
miscellaneous
and
items. Call 753-8127.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service Call Tony
Montgomer. 753-6760
day or night.

UMW=
SEWING MACHINE
cabinets. New and used.
19.50 and up. Large
stock. Must sell. Call
354-8619.

WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.

FURHOUSEHOLD
apand
NITURE
pliances. Call 436-5482.

WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric; 753-9104 or 7531551.

SALE- all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

0.
Ili, s4
eAk M
ww

12 FT. International disc
model 370. $600. Call 1901-642-6159 after 6 p.m.

20. Sports

S.

Sheet Metal

& Service Departments.

Poke
753-1621

6

753-9290

I

OERKY'S
Refiruatung&
Custom Built Furniture

5024924837
Hwy.641
6 Miles South
,

Hinman's
Rentals
.."7:::""c.eZe;jsealr.
753-5703

Jerry McC,oy, Owner
&Operator

Winchester Services

102 North 4th Street

1301 Chestnut
Murray. Ky

I

24 Hour Service
7 Days A Week

Phone
753-5351

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

RADIO, TILIV61011L a
RADIO MAN scrum

753-5131

Anderson Elec.
Inc Inc.

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

Cit'Hill pith* Outlaw Om.
We con de G.E. Warowtty sou
Tim
Hwy 94 East

Electrical
Wiring
Residential&
Commercial
Installations
Ai Service

474-8841
Anderson
Electric, Inc.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

Bulldozing

492-8147

dependable
Prompt,
Three
service.
bulldozers to serve you.

We specialize in
Lawn &Garden
Equipment Service
and Repair

753-1959
474-2264

383 Main

Steven Alexander

SMALL WAREHOUSE or
shop. Excellent condition. Call 753-8216 after
5.
32 Apartments For Rent
ONE SMALL apartment
on waterfront lot for
rent. On Bloodriver
Lake. Electric heat and
air. $50 month. Call 4362427.

36. For

753-7588

BRICK 3 BEDROOM
home located only 1 mile
Murray City
from
Limits on large one plus
acre lot. Concrtte block
workshop and extra
outside storage building,
nice garden area, lots of
trees, shurbs and
flowers. A pretty picture
for pleasant living.
Priced in the low 30's.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222, for
all time, courteous real
estate service.
BUILDING LOTS - We
have listed several
choice building lots,
wooded and unwooded.
Two of these lots are in
Circarama Subdivision
and owner want offer.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222 for
all your real state needs.

337 N.POplar-5e

,

TY
QUALI
REALTY
527-14613 753-9625
CIA MIRE 1.1 COPS WOKEN

43 Real Estate
FARM-80 Acres located
on Highway 464, 2 miles
Kirksey.
of
west
Beautiful building site.
About 70 acres in
cropland,. 60 acres
popcorn in 1977, all
limed and fertilized.
Fenced with 5 strands
barb with pressure
treated posts. Excellent
location. Call or come by
105 N. 12th Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 753-8080.

South 12th at S'ioetwora
TELEPHONE 753,1061
FOR SALE by owner Lake front & lake view
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine
Bluff Shores also lots on
Barkley Lake. Terms
available. James D.
Futrell Real Estate Dev.
405 S. 4th St., Murray,
Ky. Day 753-7668 night
7532394.

RALTY
"Your Key To Happy
House Wonting"
753-1222
711 Main
CITY LIVING in a
country setting. 3
Bedroom brick with a
spacious 'Interior and a
128' x 256' landscaped
lot. Just 3 miles SE of
Murray city limits.
Many extras. Call
STINSON REALTY,
753-3744.
REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842

GENE ON YOUR HIND
Gentle on your pocketbook This three bedroom frame is
ideally located near shopping centers. living room with
dining area, hardwood Boors and carpet, double garage
with storage afell..1 you are newly-weds' Of retirees', this
home may be what you have been looking for-Prked in
the low 20's.

753-1492
1200 Sycamore
After Hours
NI Payne - 753-9794
Loretta jobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 753-8579 Brenda )ones - 7534668

FOR REAL SERVICE
IN REAL ESTATE

the Kpfessional
do-it-you‘self
carpet cleaning
..,ystern

gPf

e oFFER
l
e
or

RENTAL

99
NOW
ONLY

HALF DAY
Mon.
thru Thurs.

RINSENVAC
cleans the way
protess,onats do.

era
oetr at hteraccOfSt°n

a

4
#

White Howse Suikfing
111 Main

1
14

,hruhs

SEE THE ACTION TEAM AT

*70 •

NOW.
AVAii,‘BLE
Uret! .• foam. All
densities. Cut
•
to NIHIT pees. West Ky.
Story
(''"' ' o., 1203
)3.6767.
n

Natal, Ky.

4

BENT IINSeillge

Sliver FLIN

SA1 1

•

HWY. 141 North. Attractive Stone and Brick
3 BR home. 134 acre
wooded lot. Central heat
and air. Fireplace. 1 car
garage, large porch and
patio, 45,000,00. Wilson
Ins. & Real Estate, 7533263 anytime.

GRACIOUS LIVING this home has 3
bedrooms, 202 baths,
playroom, study, family
room with fireplace.
Over 2600 sq. ft. 3 mi.
south of city. Large treeshaded yard. Owner
transferred, needs offer.
Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.

THREE 1 car stalls for
rent. Heat and electricity furnisra.` Call
753-8606.

4th 13th St
7'4.1-3914

24. Miscellaneous

Poison
Control
Center

IF YOU want a home
that's "different," let us
show you this charming
A-Frame. Large livingcomdining room
bination with fireplace
cool
these
for
evenings.. Full
basement. .2 decks. A
very attractive home.
Priced in the low 30's.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.

Estate

Rent Or lease

f waited

V.

•

30. Business Rentals

1

VI

Tidwell Lawn &
Garden.Equipment

MOBILE HOME spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.

Memo •••••4 es4 woraffd fvw
years Do no I pm coNtrite

Sat finned Sun and Mon

It

1

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

753-6952 =7:,Pnr.toTrpstiiwg, at 753.3914
1

FREE

V Termite
Inspection
(fr,d.rd Dy FPI
Arad
Moyne feptierf

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

474-8841

SEVEN PIECE doulaje
bass Ludwig drum set.
With stahd and accessories. Will sell with
or without symbols. Call
753-6266 'after 5 p. m.

iawa

43. Real

Equipment

23. Exterminating

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Supplies

HEAD START Rummage
Sale, Saturday October
1, 8:00 - 2 p. in. Old
Douglas School on North
2nd behind Tappan.

BEDROOM
TWO
TRAILER for rent.
Shady Oaks Trailer Ct.
Call'489-2533.

FLUTE for sale. Call 7535473

753-5397

753-3134753-6177

802 N. 18th Street
Murray.

TAXI CAB
SERVICE

•

PRINTING

24 Hour
Wrecker Service

etc.

Radio Cab
i Company

'

Taber's
Body
Shop

39 Poultry

LAYING HENS. Call 4742301.

29 Mobile Home Rentals

22. Musical

1

AKC BOXER female
black and tan, 302
months old. Heathy and
Playful. Call 753-0491.

FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good condition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.

18 FT. GLASTRON with
accessories. Call 7539580.

Carrier

FOR THE man with an
eye for business, here's
an opportunity to be selfLarge
employed.
building suitable for
clothing store, antique
ship or 3 stall car shop,
and please your family
with a lovely 4 bedroom
brick. This property is
only 10 minutes from
town and well worth the
price. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.

70 ACRE FARM with
frontage on 2 roads, 6
tendable acres, tobacco
WANTED - Someone to
barn, all fenced with
take up payments on 25"
new barbed wire fencolor T.V. J and B Music
cing. Phone KOP- Magnavox. 753-7575;
PERUD REALTY, 753Estate
Real
27. Mobile Home Sales
1222.
Headquarters in
12 x 65 LANCELOT
Calloway County.
mobile home. Comwith
pletely furnished
house furniture, central
Perdom & %rumen
2
air,
and
heat
bedrooms, 2 baths, Insurance & Real Estate
Southside Court Square
located at Riviera Cts.
Murray, Kentucky
$5,500. Nice. Call 7532762.
753-4451

45 GOLF BALLS in good
condition Sell for 15.00.
Call 759-1613 after 6 p.
m.

*VP `14

FOLIR BEDROOM hortie
and 20 acres just listed.
Frame home in lovely
wooded area with approximately 10 acres
tendable. Good location
8 miles northwest of
Murray. For more information phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.

41 Public Sales
T.V. SALE, T.V. Sale, T.
V. Sale! Zenith is the
best and Sissons sells
them for less. Our prices
can't be beat. Come to
Sissons T.V. Sales and
see. We service what we
sell. Highway 94, 17
miles West of Murray.
Call 382-2174 or 382-2743.

Ebbtide
14'
1969
Runabout, 55 h. p.
Evinrude and trailer.
Can be seen at Mercy
Ambulance or call 7539333.

-Heat Pump Specialists"
"Heat

Fire
7534441

NEW
19"
Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.

18 H. P. EVINRU,DE
outboard motor. Fuel
tank and gas lines. Can
be seen at Murray Bait
Co. Call 753-5693.

041
AI Ak
V

uality Service Compan

Soutb 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1443-7323.
26 TV Radio

1957 CASE 406 diesel 60
horse with mower.
1200.00. Call 436-4786
after 6 p. in.

Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

BEEF - HOGS custom
and
slaugthering
Hogs
processing.
scalded or skinned.
Your choice of film or
CUSTOM MATTRESS
heavy grade freezer
made any size for anpaper. Also grain fed
tique beds or campers.
freezer beef for sale.
Buy direct and save on
Paris Meat Processing
all
mattresses,
Co. 642-8201.
fiealthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
38 Pets Supplies
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker and REGISTERED COCKER
Spaniel, male, black and
Brass. WISES WEST
tan. 15 months old. Call
KY. MATTRESS AND
489-2756 after 6 p. m.
1136
FURNITURE

MF 300 COMBINE, corn
and bean header. $4700.
1967 Ford diesel truck 16
ft. grain bed. $2700. Call
489-2387 or 489-2298.

BIG POOL TABLE, 75
gallon aquarium fish
and all, twin bed with
box springs and mattress. Small clothes
dryer, antique wooden
table, chairs and buffet.
Call 753-0757.

MOI

Supplies

TURKEYS for sale, also
older refrigerator. 640.
ood. Call 492-

QUEEN SIZE hot springs
and mattress $75. Call
after 6:30 47i-8842.

SEARS GARDEN tractor
8 h. p. 36 inch mower.
Excellent condition.
350.00. Call 753-0651 after
5:30.

37 Llwestock

24 Miscellaneous

19 Farm Equipment
any
TOBACCO STICKS
182
•INTERNATIONAL
amount. Call 489-2126.
Dozer, hydraulic congood
untrol,
TELEVISION
USED
dercarriage,
good
early American. Call
condition. $7.500.00. Call
753-5933.
898-3429.

USED JUNK air conditioner. Call 753-7765.

WAITRESS

X 3IE"X ICR

L

Murray Home & Auto
Northeille Oweetee
testa
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available.. Call. Mike
753-8850
Brannack
between 8 and 5.

37 livestock Supplies
FRANKLIN
'24 in. $199.95. CHESTNUT SADDLE
• rdware, Paris. horse. Call 489-2548.

®KOPPERUD
REALTYM
Evenings Call:

Days Call
Pb. 753-1222
(24-Hour Phone)

George Gallagher 753-8129
Harry Patterson 492-8302
Geri Anderson 753-7932
Bill Kopperud 753-1222
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BIG FAMILY? A 4
bedroom, 2'7 bath home
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family
room. Central gas heat,
central air condition,
double garage, all
desirable features for
gracious living. Priced
in 60's. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.
FOR SALE;BY OWNER
- Duplex & fourplex
lots with all utilities in
Stadium View Subdivision. Call or see
James D. Futrell Real
Estate Dev. 405 S. 4th
St., Murray, Ky. Day
753-7668 Night 753-2394.

•• 00
les
d.
ar
ke.
ad
od
or ,

FOR SALE by owner.
Four bedroom brick, 1'7
baths, fully carpeted,
kitchen-all built in
appliances with lots of
cabinet space, extra!!
Private swimming pool.
Shown by appointment
only. Call 753-2864 after 5
p. m.

Waldrop batty
"In Business
Since 1956"
753-5646

46. Homes For Sale

floor. Turbo transmission, bucket seats,
console, radio, Key
Stone mags, new tires,
1695.00. Call 753-4174.
TRIUMPH -TR7 - 1976.
AM-FM stereo-tape. Air
condition, sun roof, 4
speed. Under warranty 6,500 miles. Call 7530091.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
BUSES FOR SALE: One
1960 Ford,54 passenger,
one 1968 International,
60 passenger, both in
excellent condition. Call
753-4377 day, 753-8004
night.

1968 FORD FALCON, 4
door, power sterring,
radio, heater, air, local
car. Spare never on
ground. Call 759-1231.
1966 DELTA 88, good
body nees tune-up,
200.00. Call 753-7926.
VW BUG,1968, good tires,
good transportation.
Needs body work. Best
offer. Call 753-9906 after
6 p. m.
1963 GMC - 1 ton truck
with grain bed. Call 7530410.
1965 CHEVROLET Impala convertible. 327
engine, manual transmission. Can be seen at
Mercy Ambulance or
call 753-9333.

GOING-GOING-GONE
JUST LISTED. Owner moving from area. This 3
bedroom brick home offers about everything
you're looking for- Big kitchen,2 baths,central
heat and air,large panelled den,excellent neighborhood. Offered at $37,300.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
''The Professional Office

REALTOR'

FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.

1973 750 YAMAHA, runs
good. 500.00. Call 7536630.

THREE BEDROOMS, 2 1973 DODGE Charger.
baths. 24 x 52 home on
Chrome wheels. Air and
block foundation.
power. Call 753-7645.
Electricity, water,
sewerage system in- FOR RENT - New
stalled. Has electric
economy car, full-size
furnace, air conditioner,
auto, pickup or 12
electric stove, dishpassenger van. Murray
washer. Immediate
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.
occupancy. On large
wooded lot. Take Rt. 121 1973 PLYMOUTH Satelite
South to New Concord,
Sebring, 2 dr. h.t. solid
then Rt. 444 to Keniana
blue, 440 magnum
Sub. office. Call 436-2473
automatic. $950.00. Call
or 436-5320.
1-354-6217.

105 M. 12th Street
753-8080

WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-6896.
l•L.$ 5••0•<•r•

with the
Friendly Touch'.
753-9034
Hydro Moody
Barbaro Erwin
753-4134
Worren Shropshire.. 753-8277
Homier Miller
753-7519
Rowbon Moody
753-9036
B. B. Nook
753-23S7

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

1976 FIREBIRD Esprit,
excellent condition. Low
mileage. Call 901-6428538 after 4 p. m.
VAN
FORD
1973
Economline, 8 cylinder,
automatic transmission.
Call 753-1713 from 8 to 5
p. m.
1970 CHEVY MALIBU, 2
door hardtop. Call 7532467.
1975 GRAND PRIX 35,000
miles. Double power and
air. New tires. Call 7539507.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between 5 and 7 p.m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 5r-8273 after 4:00.

THE NAVY.
VEGA, air and
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, 1972
power, mechanically
good. 300.00. Also 75
IT'S AN ADVENTURE. laying
hens. 1.50 each.
Call 753-5897.
The world might look a little dull from where you
sit, but for some people, there's still a lot of adventure left.
Our people are launching jets off an aircraft
carrier, cruising a submarine beneath the north
pole or heading for a liberty port in the Caribbean.
There may be a lot of good reasons why you
couldn't take part in this exciting adventure right
away. Maybe you haven't finished high school yet.
Maybe you have personal details to take care of, or
people you don't want to leave just yet.
Whatever the reason, the Navy understands and
we have a program designed just for you. It's called
the delayed entry program. It lets you enlist now,
but not report for up to one full year. The delayed
entry program is convenient, but also smart
because when you qualify for a navy school, the
program guarantees that your place in that school
will be waiting for you when you arrive.
The Navy has training in more than sixty career
fields. Your local Navy recruiter can tell you which
field you are qualified in and he can also give you
more complete details about the delayed entry
program.
CALL TOUR NAVY RECRUITER
COLLECT AT 602-443-6219

1977 CJ-7 Jeep Renegade,
power steering, power
- 'brakes. Has 3,000 miles.
Gumbo mudders. Call
days, 753-6970, nights
753-6345.
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission
needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. m.

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 PINTO. Good gas
mileage and in excellent
condition. 1750. Call
3544217.
1975
FIAT
X1-9,
removable hardtop
convertible, like new,
only 13,000 miles.
3,100.00. Call 247-8142
after 5 p. m. or see at
1224 Sunnyside Drive,
Mayfield.
1974 DODGE Sportsman
Royal Van. Power
brakes and steering, air,
cruise-control, 13,000
actual miles, pop-out
Excellent
windows.
condition. Phone 7536752 after 5:00 p. m.

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
installed per your
specifications
Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

CARPET LAVED: All
types floor covering,
expert workmanship
guaranteed. Call 4362432 if no answer, 4362124.
WILL DO housecleaning
Call 759-1747
TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753-4707.
WILL
HAUL
DRIVEWAY gravel or
decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson,153-4645.

1968 KENWORTH Brude
250 Cummings engine,
automatic transmission.
All good rubber. Two
extra tires and wheels.
Call 436-5353.

We cut Glass for
pictures, windows
and doors, Free!

1976 GRAND PRIX, AMFM stereo tape. Power
steering, air condition.
Brand new tires. Call
753-4331.
50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES
authorized
Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailers and fold
downs. 1978 models
arriving. We service
what we sell. Goo4
selection
used
of
campers. Bank finan
cing available. Located
4 miles East of Murray
on Highway 94 East.
Call 753-0605.
WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
TRAILERS - complete
campers' store and
service deaprtrnent at
124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.
51. Services Offered
PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
offers
Servicemaster
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special introductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed will be
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or monthly. Call Servicemaster, 753-0259
today.

YOUNGBLOOD'S
ROOFING. Commercial
and residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p. m.
CUSTOM COMBINING,
corn shelling, wide rout
and
picking
Bean
hauling. Call 489-2792.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
88.00. Call 753-0359.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.

1973 PINTO RUNABOUT
- good condition - good
on gas. Must sell. Call
759-1318 or 436-2418.

1972 MG MIDGET $1075.
Before 4:00 p.m. 7530269.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

CUSTOM UPHOISTERY
on any type of furniture.
Free estimates Call 7539753.

47 Motorcycles

o,

51 Services Offered

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

FIRMINTININ41
/
1970 FIREBIRD Sprint, 111
4(ouR FRE? Lookv-- THE 9AME TOO,
4( Low THEN IT musT 9E
1
blue with white stripes. AdiAR/
air-factory
Factory
tape. 350 automatic in THAI TIME OF (EAR AGAIN•11

LARGE WOODED
lakeview lots, lake
access - central water all weather streets. In
Keniana Sub. Call 4362473 or 436-5320.

of
ts.
all
Y,

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 )ears experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE in Old Almo,
fully carpeted. Call 4374214.

1077

44 Lots For Sale

a
3
a
a

51 Serv.ces Offered

46 Homes For Sale

Murray Nome
Auto
Clinton St.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.
INSULATION SAVES
$8$6. -Rock wool insulation blown attics
and walls Financing
available.
Free
estimates. Call 753-3316
Ace IS
Meat"Pew*
Seal Coatis,
Fr.. Wallet's
Pb...436-2373

National manufacturer will appoint qualified individuef-to
company established retail itccounn in this area NO SELLING RE
QUIRE°, gueranteed inventory exchange privilege Cnenpl•le •••••,.
ing No Quolln 100% Mark-u0 No franchise few.
MONEY BACK REPURCHASE AGREEMENT

*AP

Must be
to devote part-time to business Full time evailable If
qualified Experience not required • but must has. strong desire to
create financial security. If you has. Integrity. stability and mini•
nitum of $4750 cash avoilable call foe free brochure & references
4011 'real 14004343.6596 or tancLoarnir. address and anon* number
to WELCO. INC. 510 Plaza West, Little Rock, AR 72206

NATE
IN Postbags Ns. 1:
Core,
Center
H-Concrete
Work,
Sub-Surface
Concrete Stairs To Roof-Bids Already Received.
lid Pacing 11. 2:

•

Structural Steel, Composite Roof Deck,
Misc. Metals,Steel Stairs- Bids Already Received.
lid Package No. 3:
Elevators- Bids Already Received.
Bid Package Ie. 4:
Mositure Proofing
I. Built-Up Roofing and Insulation-Section 7A
2. Sheetmetal and Flashing-Section 7B
2:00 PM,COT

October 13,1977
lid Package No.6:
Exterior System,Drywall and Plaster
1. Sound and Batt Insulation-Section 6C
2. Exterior Wall System-Section 9A
3. Plaster and Partitions-Sections9B
4. Acoustical Ceilings-Section 9C
5. Drywall Partitions-Section 9D
6. Metal Access Doors-Sections 10G
7. Pass-Thru Boxes-Section 10H
kteber 13, 1177

2:00 PM,CDT

lid Package Ie.6:
Glass,Glazing and Aluminum Work

2:118 MOT

Weber 13, 1911
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
MATURE LADY will stay
with elderly or sick in
Murray or Paris Area.
and
Experienced
references furnished.
Call 901-782-5961.

lid Package Ie. 7:
General
1.Erection of Structural Steel,Composite Roof Deck, Miscellaneous, Metals,Steel
Stair Rails-Furnished by Others.
2. Concrete-Less Foundations, First Floor, Slab and H-Concrete Center Core with
Concrete Stairs(Bid Package No.1)-Seetion 3A
3. Masonry-Section 4A
4. Metal Roof Deck-Furnish and Install-Section 5D
5. Carpentry-Section 8A
6. Millwork-Section 6B
7.Ca ulking and Seallng-Section 7C
8. Dampproofing-Section 7D
9. Steel Doors and Frames-Section BA
10. Wood Doors-Section8B
11.Builders Hardware-Section BA
12. Resilient Flooring-Section 9E
13. Toilet Partitions-Section 10A
14. Toilet Accessories-Section 10B
15. Interior Signage-Section 10C
16. Exterior Signage-Section IOD
17. Fire Extinguisher Cabinets-Section 10E
18. Metal Louvers-Section 1OF
Robby 13, 1977

2:011 PM, COT

lid Package No. II:
Paint
I. Painting-Section 9F
2. Vinyl Wall covering-Section 9G
October 13, 1977

210 FM,COT

kfohor 13, 1977

310 PM, CRT

October 13, 1977

3:00 PILCOT

lid Package No. 9:
Mechanical
I. Division 15, Mechanical

lid Package Ile. 10:
Electrical
1. Division 16, Electrical

lid Package No.11:
Landscaping
I. Sodding,Seeding, Top Soiling, Finish Grade-Section 2F
ktober 13, 197/

RUBBER*
STAMP

54. Free Column
FREE PUPPIES, '7
Boxer, 5 weeks old. Call
753-1571.

MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed. and Alcoa FREE KITTENS, 12
weeks. One black and
aluminum house siding
white male, one tiger
& tri m Call Jack
striped male, 1 Calico
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
female. Call 753-9298.
or weekends.

Hare You Had Your

Bankroll Card
Punched This Week
Jim Adams Food Liners

SALES CAREER
FACTORY DIRECT
DISTRIBUTOR

bids will be received for the following packages by Construction Cost Consultants
of Kentucky, Inc., the agent at and Construction Manager for the Hospital, in the
Board Room,803 Poplar Street, Murray,Kolbe*at the date and time listed opposite each bid package description.

1. Aluminum Doors and Frames-Section gC
2. Glass and Glazing-Section gE
3. Aluminum Windows-Section8?

Fast Service
753-11072
FOR BAC KHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 354-8138r

Bids are solicited by the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for construction of a
Professional Office Building on the ground of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Murray,Kentucky.

LIMITED TRAVEL
%vs are eserefechirers el ciessicei specialties ter tI. isdestriel,
isstitatieeel and ciampercisl searlets.
fish,
If yr as. u herd melee sell•Ocoee desire te
experieece eetituolli) we troll Welt eve time and saesses te help
pee become sesceeefel.
mat
5240 te 5350 **WY levet and incestires easiest liberalfriar
mission 11,11111 'allewooce Mak traiwitig f'colon/
beasifits.
Send Resume to:
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL
P0 Roe 30310, Memphis Tenn 1/1110
An Equal Opportumtii Empink.r

2:00 PAL COT

By separate letter, attached to the Bid Form, a Combination Bid on two or more
complete packages will be considered, provided individual bids are submitted for
each package included in the Combination Bid. No bid will be considered for less
than a complete package.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder or acceptable sureties in an amount
equal to five percent(556 id the bid shall be submitted with each proposal. Bid bonds shall be based on individual packages, NOT on a combination package. The successful bidder will be reqiSired to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance and
payment bond on each individual package. Attention is called to the fact that not
less than minimum salaries and wages, as set forth in the specifications, must be
paid on this project.
Issuance of documents will be limited to two(2)sets per contractor upon payment
of deposit of $100.00 per set. Deposits will be refunded, upon return of plans.
Plans will be available to qualified bidders on or after September 21, 1977 at either
of the following locations:
A. Gresham & Kerr,John Keeling Associates
126 South Second Street
Paducah,Kentucky 42001
B. Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky, Inc.
New Hartford Pike(U.S. 231,South)
Owensboro,Kentucky 42301
Plans will be on file at the following locations:
F.W. Dodge Corporation
F W. Dodge Corporation
Evansville, Indiana
Louisville, Kentucky

F. W. Dodge Corporation
Nashville, Tennessee

Builders Exchange
Louiiville, Kentucky
Gresham St Kerr,
Associated General Contractors
John Keeling Associates
Of Western Kentucky
Paducah, Kentucky
Paducah,Kentucky
Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky,Inc.
Owensboro, Kentucky
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board reserves the right to reject any or all
bids or to salve any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be withdrawn for a
period of any (60) days subsequent to the opening of bids without consent of the
Owner.
END OF SECTION
•
_
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1 Deaths and Funeraln
Mrs. Brown Dies At R. B. Calhoun Dies
Friday With Rites
Hospital; Funeral
Here On Wednesday Here On Tuesday

Lebanese,Israelis, Okay Cease Fire
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The
I,ebanese and Israeli governments and
Palestinian leader Yasir Arafat have
tentatively approved a cease-fire in
South Lebanon arranged by the United
States, Beirut Radio reported today.
A spokesman for Arafat's high
command said contacts were "under
way to work out final details of a ceasefire that will preserve Lebanon's
territorial integrity."
The Israeli Defense Ministry in Tel
Aviv said the truce agreement called
for withdrawal of the Palestinian
guerrillas from positions north of the
border from which they could shell
towns and setements in northern
Israel.

R. Bi Rastusi Calhoun,
Mrs. Tom i Barbara Brown former resident of ,Calloway
of Murray Route, Six, County, died Friday at 7:30 p.
1.ynhurst Resort, died Sunday in. at his home in Detroit.
at five am at the Barnes Mich. He was 66 years of age.
Hospital, St. Louis, Mo. She
The deceased was a
was 57 years of age.
member of the Temple Baptist
The Calloway woman and Church at Detorit, Mich., Born
her husband, Col. Torn Brown, December 11, 1910, in
who survives, owned and Calloway County, he was
the
operated the Lynhurst Resort son of the late James E.
in the Blood River section of Calhoun and Edna Miller
entucky Lake.,
Calhoun.
Mrs. Brown was a member
Mr. Calhoun is survived by
of the Alpha and Creative Arts his wife, Mrs. Virginia Brooks
Department of the Murray Calhoun, one daughter, Mrs.
Woman's club and had also James (Carolyn) Walston,
served as first vice-president and four grandchildren —
of the general Woman's Club. Paul, Cathy, Peter, and
She was active in the Calloway Teresa Perry, all of Detroit,
County Humane Society and Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Ruth
was a member of the Russell's Pace, Mayfield.
Chapel United Methodist
The funeral will be held
Church. Born June 3, 1920, in Tuesday at two p. m. at the
MIAMI (API — A defense
Indianapolis, Ind.. she was the chapel of the Max Churchill
attorney in a murder case
daughter of the late Joseph Funeral Horne with the Rev.
hopes to put television
Kirsch and Olive Temple Clarence Hare of Mayfield
violence on trial in defense of
Kirsch.
officiating and Mrs. Oneida a 15-year-old boy he says is
Survivors include her White as the organist.
addicted to TV crime shows.
husband, Col. Torn Brown,
Pallbearers will be James
Attorney Ellis Rubin says
Murray Route Six; one son. Gilbert. Ryan Graham, Ned
his defense of Ronald Zamora
Ronald L. Brown and his wife. Nance. Hershell Pace, John in
the trial beginning today
Mechell. Marion. Ind.; five Clendenon, and Tom Walston.
will be an "absolutely
grandchildren; one great Burial will follow in the
unprecedented" protrayal of
grandchild.
Murray Memorial gardens. -television intoxication."
The funeral will be held
Friends may call at • the
Despite a judge's warning
Wednesday at eleven a.m at funeral home.
that Rubin will not be allowed
the Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. A. M. Thomas officiating. Burial will folloW in Federal State Market
News Service Sep.
the Fossett Cemetery with the temberl6, 1977
Purchase Area Hcig Market
arrangements by the J. H. Kentucky
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Churchill Funeral Home Receipts. Act. 703 Est. 375 Barrows &
steady Sows .561 00 higher
where friends may call after Gilts
ITS 1-2 3:10-2.10 lbs.
840.50-407S
six p.m. Tuesday.
US 1-3 200-240 lbs.
840.25-40.50
The Calloway County Public
240-260
US
2-4
Its
839.50-40.25
The family requests that US 3-4 260-280 Its .
.. $38.75-39.50 Library will feature finger
expressions of sympathy take Sows
US 1-2270-35011w,
834.50-35.50 painting at the Story Hours
the form of contributions to US
1-3 300-450 Its,
633.00-34.50 being conducted at various
the fund for the Calloway US 1-3400-65011w.
635.00-36.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
833.00-3400 places this week by the library
County Animal Shelter.
Boars 24.00-27.00
staff.
Today at three p.m. the
Story Hour is being held at the
SATIN COVPON NW SAVING CSU MET WM MIMI 110(1
Douglas Community Center.
Wednesday at ten a.m. and
three p.m., story hours will be
Off
held at the Calloway County
Public Library.
With This
Friday at 3:30 p.m. the
Coupon
Story Hour will be held at the
Ellis Community Center.
Library officials requested
that parents send old shirts or
smocks with their children so
they may wear them while
finger panting as the paint
may stain certain materials.

Israeli armored forces began
withdrawnw from south Lebanon.
Reporters and photographers on the
Israeli side acre invited to watch the
withdrawal although the Israeli
government previously denied that it
had any ground forces in Lebanon.
Israeli tanks, armored personnel
carriers, a halftrack and several jeeps
roared through a gate in the border
fence near the Israeli town of Metulla
early today. Some 40 reporters and
photographers were on hand,"to cover
the return of a force whose entry was
heavily denied," one reporter
commented
A few minutes after the withdrawal

started, two of the Palestinians'
Katyusha rockets hit Qiryat Shmonah,
about four miles south of the border.
One blew up in a public park,and it was
not learned immediately if there were
any casualties.
Sources at the Israeli Defense
Ministry said the Syrian government
joined in the negotiations and would try
to persuade the Palestinians to observe
the agreement.
Sources close to the Lebanese
government and Arafat spoke of a
"partial" pullback by the guerrillas
from advance positions along Israel's
northern panhandle.
The sources said the Lebanese army,
which is now rebuilding after

Murder Defendant Claims
Addiction To TV Violence

Hog Market

Story Hours Will

Be Conducted By
The Library Staff
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STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M Simon Co. are as follows
Indus. Avg.

-4.33

Air Products
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil .
A. T. &T
Ford Motor Co
Gen. Dynamics
Gen. Motors .
Gen. Ilre
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
IBM
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

.

31 -2s
vp.,
4 -4
3021
62ks unc
442+ unc
53 -Ls
69 +2s
222s -/
3
4
19'v
28 -44
258 4211
33 unc
Z22
. As
9 -21
11Ps
142s -4

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
'Dines by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray. are as follows.

For Everyone
*Babies
*Children
*Teens
*Adults
*Groups

...seise-, From Different Backygrounds

I
*Limit I Special Per Subject, I Per Family
*Additional Finished Portraits Available At Special tow Prices c
•Groups SI 27 Eoch Additional Subject
•Vour Finished Portrait Delivered Here in 3 To 4 Weeks
*Children Must Be Acco vipanied By A Parent

KROGER
IN MURRAY

Heublein Inc
McDonalds Corp
Ponderosa Systems....
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R. Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAF'Corp
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney:
Franklin Mint

232,4
4724 unc
14 tmc
422* -211
4324 unc
26% -L4
28 -Zs
52% -is
92,4 -2*
264
2824
252s
16's
382s -2,9
Iris ,

to make a general indictment addicted to violent crime
of television, the attorney has shows such as "Kojak,"
contended that TV is pertinent -Police Woman" and a film
to the case and has even about mass murderer Charles
subpoenaed Telly Savalas, Manson.
star of the "Kojak"series.
"His explanation of the
In addition, television and crime was exactly what I had
still cameras will be in the seen on a 'Kojak' episode a
courtroom as part of a one- year earlier," Rubin said.
year experiment ordered by Savalas, who was served
the Florida Supreme Court with a defense subpoena while
two months ago.
on a visit here, said he is
Zamora
and
Darrell opposed to violence on
Agrella, 14, are accused of television, and he contended
first-degree murder in the there was never any such
shooting death of Elinor Kojak episode.
Haggart, 83, on June 4 during It was unclear whether the
a robbery at her Miami Beach defenSe would offer a tape of
home. Zamora has pleaded the show in question.
innocent by reason of insanity. Judge H. Paul Baker has
Agrella, who will be tried said Savalas must appear Oct.
separately, has pleaded 5 to determine whether his
innocent.
testimony would be relevant.
"An adolescent predisposed
to emotional instability is very
succeptible to the influence of
television," Rubin has said.
"Why do children love
television? Why do sponsors
spend millions of dollars a
month advertising their
products on television? And
BUENA PARK, Calif.(AP)
finally, why does television
— For Oscar Belinda, a
violence
beget
actual veteran
of the three-month
violence?"
marathons of the
dance
Rubin is known for taking
Depression, 47 hours of
cases that attract attention.
dancing was as easy as a
He helped Watergate burglar
bunny hop for Peter Rabbit.
E. Howard Hunt gain parole
"It was just a short one,"
and once filed a suit of his own
said Belinda, 76, of San Diego
to
challenge
Miami's after
finishing third in
homosexual rights ordinance.
Sunday's charity event at
The prosecution tried to
Knott's
Berry
Farm.
restrict Zamora's defense by
arguing that the only issue
was whether he could
distinguish right from wrong.
(Continued from Page One)
Rubin said Zamora was
evenings with instructors
from both on and off the
campus and who have
expertise in specialized areas.
The basic objective of the
"Life
and
Learning"
The Free Will Baptist
program, Jor;es emphasized,
Church, Murray, will have
as to provide opportunities for
revival services starting
the people of the area to learn
tonight (Monday) and conthe kind of things not offered
in a strictly academic
tinuing through Friday,
September 30.
curriculum.
Guest speaker for the
All courses will be taught on
services at seven p.m. each
the Murray State campus,and
night will be the Rev. Cleo
will meet weekly with the
Tharpe, pastor of the First
periods of instruction ranging
Christian Church. Paducah.
from three to 10 weeks.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Tuition is based on per contact
Richard Drew, urges the
hour of instruction.
public to attend.
Advanced registration by
mail is recommended and
NO BOWLING
strongly encouraged, Dr.
Bowling for the men's Jones said, since
enrollment
Kentucky Lake League will in a number
of the classes is
not be held at Corvette Lanes limited. For
additional
tonight due to repairs being information
or a complete
made on the lanes. The
brochure on all the offerings,
Kentucky Lake League will interested persons
should
again bowl next Monday.
write or call Dr. Jones. His
address is Center for
Continuing Education,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky. 42071. The phone
numbers are 762-4159 and 7622086.

MSU Offers.

Revival Is Planned

Sirloin Stockade Special Steak!

4 BIG DAYS
PHOTO NOM:11 to 1 2 to 7

ONE MORE WAY
TO SAYE AT KROGER
VOW SUM COUPON NM SUM COSMO MP SAVING COUPON

•

Exhibits of weaving by
Philis Alvic of Murray and
prints by Marvin Harold Jones
of Cleveland, Ohio, will go up
in Clara M. Eagle Gallery of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center at Murray State
University Friday,September
30. A formal opening and
reception for the shows will be
from 7 to 9 p.m. on that date.
Ms. Alvic, who was awarded a
Certificate of Excellence by
the Handweavers Guild of
America in 1976, will be
present for the opening and
reception.
Both shows will run through
October 19.
Ms. Alvic earned the B.A.E.
degree at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago in her
home city. She has also done
graduate study in textiles at
Winthrop College in Rock Hill,
S.C.
She has taught from the
elementary through the
college level in Chicago,
Alaska, Florida, and South
Carolina, including Florida
State University and Winthrop
College.
Her work, which consists
primarily of two dimensional
wall hangings, is often
inspired by the world of
nature. Since she began
weaving in 1963, she has had
wide national exposure.
Jones, a faculty member at
Cleveland State University,
has had work in exhibitions
around the world, including
England, Germany, Japan,
and Australia, as well as
exhibiting extensively in the
United States and Canada.
He has written a number of
articles
major
for
publications, among them Art
News, Art in America, Art
Forum, Art Magazine, Art and
Artists, and Artweek.

Phyllis Alvic at the loom.
His work is included in Arts, the Miami Art Center,
public and institutional and several others.
collections of the Kansas City
Gallery hours at Murray
Art Institute, the Philadelphia — State are 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
College of Art, the San Monday -through Friday, 10
Francisco Art Institute, the a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturdays,
Osaka (Japan) University of and Ito 4 p.m. on Sundays.

THINK ABOUT IT!
By Kenny Imes

Contentment seems to be a scarce commodity these
days. Society seems discontented with many aspects of
todays ways and manner of living. Faults in people and
systems are seen,sometimes magnified,in the endless
search for changes, improvements. The 'green
pastures' yearned for seem far away, inaccessible.
Much of this discontent is understandable and in some
cases justified. Justified or not,a sad truth is evident.
The reassuring words - "The Lord is my shepherd,I
shall not want; He makes me lie down in green
pastures" seem to be too often ignored. Too often
forgotten in the chase of imagined rainbows. Actually
the most beautiful green pastures CAN be close by.
They CAN be felt and seen when manl finds contentment in an enjoyable relationship with God; the
Maker of ALL green pastures...

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411

FOR ABOUT THE COST
OFA POUND OFBACON,
YOUCM CHEW THE FAt
FOR 10WHOLE MINUTES.
BY LANG DISTANCE.
•

Put a little
sizzle into your 15th Street.
Tuesday.
A delicious Steak that
will melt in your mout;t1 We serve
' it sizzlin' hot with your choice
of potato and a thick slice
Of Stockade Toast

DAT& Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday it Friday
DATES: Sept. 27, 28, 29 1 30

Exhibits Set At Eagle Gallery

Marathon A Zip
For One Time
Foxtrotter

Free Will Baptists

disintegrating during the civil war,
would take over positions vacated by
the guerrillas and would eventually
form a buffer zone along the border.
Although the Syrian army brought
the civil war elsewhere in Lebanon to
an end last November, fighting has
continued in the south because Israel
announced it would not tolerate the
presence of Syrian forces close to the
border.
The Palestinians have been trying to
regain the positions in southeast
Lebanon from which they raided Israel
before the civil war. The Christian
militiamen, supplied by Israel and
backed by Israeli artillery, have been
fighting to drive them back north.

Bel-Air
Center,
Murray

, -.7

INCLUDES

Free
.42

Wed Oar sod Drink

Try s S' Cone

RLOIN
ATOeICAISE
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
mews it a m .top m Weekdays 11 a m 10 la m Sat &

(Continued from Page One I
System, and of Official Order
83147 declaring Mit the reason
for removal of 15th Street was
that it was to be used as a
walkway from the pedestrian
overpass
and
further
declaring it to be surplus
property and ordering'
quitclaim deed of said street
to be given to Murray State
University."
Scott also alleges that
-inadequate planning on
public safety has been
plaintiff
performed
by
resulting from the placement
of said barricades."
The next step in the court
proceding will be for the
Department of Transportation
to ask Judge lassiter to set a
hearing date according to
Circuit Court Clerk Frances
Shea.

-
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Give a friend or loved one a thousand miles away a taste of your voice. Just
dial the I' way and talk for ten minutes for only $1.50 plus tax. Anytime
Saturday: Sunday till 5 PM:or any night between 11 PM and 8 A.M.These
are the cheapest times to call.
Call often. People need more than
South Central Bell
one kind of nourishment.
Longclistance.
Whetelseissonice forthe price?
Low One-Plus'ales do not apply to Zero-Plus Malec)long distance calls Low One-Plus
rates tic apply lo
Station-to-station calls you dial yourself talk In anyone who answers
and bill to the telephone r are unng
. and on stanon-to-stanon calls placed with an operator where long distance ckaling
facilities
are not evadable
Low One-Pus ralea do not apply to operator-assiSfed calls such 811cierson-to-person
'Collect and On calls charged to another number including special baling nursasars coin credit card

